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We are excited to share with you important advancements in St. Luke’s Medical Center’s efforts to build an excellent and renowned Neuroscience Center. In recent years, readers of The Spirit have read about advances in neurosurgical techniques and technology (see Spring 2002 and Winter 1996 editions). The Gamma Knife – found first in Wisconsin at St. Luke’s Medical Center, state-of-the-art imaging equipment and world-class physicians have advanced our strong neurosurgical program into the 21st century. These developments have enabled St. Luke’s to assemble a strong team of internationally respected and caring physicians specializing in diseases of the central nervous system – tumors, cerebral aneurysms, cervical and lumbar diseases, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson disease and other disorders. In this issue, you will meet the physicians leading their teams in cutting-edge diagnosis, treatment, research and supportive therapies enabling patients with these complex disorders to live more productive and enjoyable lives.

The same excellent services available at St. Luke’s Medical Center for the treatment of heart disease and cancer enable us to launch this comprehensive Neuroscience Center. Highly trained and compassionate nurses, radiology technicians, operating room staff and support staff contribute to our ability to expand the neuroscience program. We are providing the best neurological care available to people throughout our state, the Midwest and the country.

In this season when we give thanks for our blessings in life, you will sense the gratitude from real people whose lives have been changed – and saved – at St. Luke’s Medical Center. Neurological diseases are very difficult to properly diagnose and treat. Many of these men and women suffered needlessly for years, because they could not find adequate treatment. Relief from pain, freedom to walk, the ability to live without unpredictable, disabling seizures – these are truly a godsend for the patients profiled here.

None of this would be possible without your philanthropic support. Visionary and generous people like you have consistently helped to bring the latest technology, research trials and support programs available to patients of St. Luke’s Medical Center. In reading this issue, you will see how your past contributions have been put to good use in providing support, relief and meaning to patients suffering from devastating, crippling diseases. Our efforts will not be complete until these programs reach out to all in need. We hope that you will find it in your hearts during this holiday season to support these incredible programs through your charitable giving and join us in these efforts.

Wishing you and your family a blessed holiday season,

Brad Holmes
Neurological disorders (injury or diseases of the brain, spine or peripheral nerves) are the third leading cause of illness in America today, behind heart disease and cancer. In the last five years, St. Luke’s Medical Center has made remarkable strides to expand its neuroscience program and improve treatment options for patients with neurological disorders and their families. “It’s a natural progression in our comprehensive approach to patient care,” says Mark Ambrosius, president of Aurora Health Care’s Metro Region. “Our neuroscience program is fast on its way to achieving the excellence and recognition that have been associated with our world-class heart and cancer care programs.”

Today, a state-of-the-art Neuroscience Center has been assembled at St. Luke’s, attracting talented surgeons and neurological specialists to complement the experienced team of physicians and services already available. Recent advancements in neurosurgical and medical treatment options now offer patients greater hope and improved quality of life. And word of our success is spreading. In 2002, the number of people turning to Aurora for their neurological care has grown by 50 percent, with the majority of these patients coming to St. Luke’s.

The development of our Neuroscience Center began with the successful establishment of a neurosurgery program. It is now fully integrated with Aurora’s Regional Multiple Sclerosis Center, the Regional Neuroautonomic Center, the Regional Epilepsy Center and the Regional Parkinson Center – nationally recognized centers offering the latest treatments of these chronic diseases by specialists renowned in their field. When you combine St. Luke’s strong primary care physician base with specialty consultation, our operating room expertise, our award-winning nursing, and the latest diagnostic testing and imaging equipment found nowhere else in the state, it’s easy to see how our unique hospital complements the full spectrum of a Neuroscience Center.

Many patients with neurological problems require lifelong treatment. In our quest to find better ways to diagnose and treat these disorders, we have to put the latest tools in the hands of the best and brightest physicians. Your continued support of St. Luke’s helps us in this goal. From clinical research studies (conducted right here or gathered from all points across the globe) to patient and family support groups to professional and public education programs to new and improved diagnostic equipment – every aspect of neurological care can be affected in a meaningful way through charitable giving.

As you read the following stories, we hope you will learn more about our talented physicians and be inspired by the many patients who are finding new hope for their neurological conditions. Together, we are committed to advancing this life-saving work at St. Luke’s Neuroscience Center.
Neurosurgery is Cornerstone of St. Luke’s Emerging Neuroscience Program

Last April, Kari Bird of Lake Geneva arrived at the emergency room of Aurora Lakeland Medical Center. She and her two children, ages 3 and 1, had been in a serious rear-end collision riding in the family minivan. Thanks to their car seats, the children were not injured. Kari wasn’t so lucky. She was thrown from the driver’s seat, landing on her neck in the back seat floor of the van. Almost completely immobile and in excruciating pain, Kari’s initial tests revealed spinal disc and spinal cord damage. Recognizing that Kari needed specialized neurological care not available at Aurora Lakeland, the emergency room doctor had her transported to St. Luke’s Medical Center for more thorough evaluation by Arvind Ahuja, MD, one of the foremost neurosurgeons in the region.

Alerted to Kari’s condition, Dr. Ahuja’s nurse met Kari when she arrived at St. Luke’s. On their way to the MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) lab for tests, the nurse’s sleeve brushed across Kari’s hand... the pain was unbearable. An MRI revealed two herniated disks and a cervical cord contusion. These injuries caused extensive damage to Kari’s spinal cord and nerves. If it had not been diagnosed right away, the young wife and mother might not have ever regained movement in her arms and legs.

Critical cases like Kari’s are all part of the job for Dr. Ahuja and his partners at Midwest Neurosurgical Associates, SC. “I know that the first time I meet someone, the patient is under duress, having suffered a trauma like Kari, or having been diagnosed with a devastating illness. The patient does not know all the treatment options available for them. We talk in-depth at the first encounter, and throughout the course of treatment, to ensure the patient feels comfortable and connected to us,” he said. “The more they understand their care, the better able they are to participate and improve their recovery.”

After waiting two days for the swelling in Kari’s neck to subside, Dr. Ahuja operated by removing the two herniated disks and placing a titanium plate in her neck to protect the area. Despite the serious circumstances, Kari had every confidence in Dr. Ahuja. “From the moment we met, he made me feel so comfortable and relaxed – the way he looked me in the eye and told me exactly what was going on,” she said.

Today, Kari has regained almost 90 percent of the movement she had prior to her accident. She credits Dr. Ahuja with saving her life and giving her hope when she needed it most.

As a board certified neurosurgeon and neuroendovascular specialist, Dr. Ahuja offers patients a breadth of treatment options not available by any other single physician in Wisconsin. He and his partners at Midwest Neurosurgical Associates, Cully R. White, DO, and Shekhar A. Dagam, MD, will treat thousands of patients suffering from illnesses or injuries to the brain, spine, neck or central nervous system.

Dr. White is an expert in movement disorders, including Parkinson disease and spinal surgery. Dr. Dagam specializes in treating brain tumors and stopping seizures through surgery or implantation of the Vagus Nerve Stimulator. Between the three surgeons, they perform 70 percent of the neurosurgeries at St. Luke’s.

continued on next page
While we are very busy, each patient who enters our door is very brother, sister, mother or father, and I think of the care I would

Dr. Ahuja Chooses St. Luke’s
Dr. Ahuja joined St. Luke’s Medical Center in 1995, when his wife, Dr. Namrata Ahuja of Milwaukee Digestive Consultants, SC, wanted to return to her hometown of Milwaukee. For many reasons, St. Luke’s was an obvious choice to establish his practice. As the leading heart care center in the region, St. Luke’s serves a patient population also at high risk for stroke, one of Dr. Ahuja’s specialties. In fact, in 1994 Dr. Ahuja helped form one of delicate procedures from inside blood vessels in the brain, neck and spine. Dr. Ahuja has conducted numerous clinical studies and published extensively on the specialty, uniquely qualifying him to make the most accurate diagnosis and plan the most appropriate treatment based on an individual’s disease or injury. Before this innovative treatment, many neurological conditions were considered inoperable or very high risk. It’s rare for a single physician to offer the breadth of expertise that Dr. Ahuja does.

A Ticking Time Bomb
Two years ago, school principal Mike Howell had fallen at home. The following day, he developed a severe headache and double vision. An alert coworker, recognizing the signs of something that could be much worse, rushed him to the emergency room. Once there, an MRI and angiogram revealed Mike had a concussion with brain bleed — but there was something else. The test also revealed he had an unrelated brain aneurysm (a weak, balloon-like defect protruding from an artery wall). Had he not fallen, the aneurysm might not have been detected until it was too late. Doctors recommended brain surgery.

Like most people, the thought of brain surgery frightened him. While considering his treatment options, Mike was referred to Dr. Ahuja for discussion of a procedure called cerebral aneurysm coiling — a state-of-the-art neuroendovascular therapy for the treatment of cerebral aneurysms. St. Luke’s is one of a limited number of non-academic medical centers with experts who are specially trained in this type of procedure.

With a week, Mike had his first appointment with Dr. Ahuja and was determined to be an excellent candidate for the procedure. Cerebral aneurysm coiling involves filling the aneurysm with soft coil(s) made of platinum. The coils are placed in the artery via a catheter inserted through an artery in the leg. Once in place, the coil fills the aneurysm, isolating it from the circulation and thereby reducing the pressure and the likelihood of a rupture and/or stroke.

(Pictured left to right) Dr. Shekhar A. Dagam, Dr. Arvind Ahuja and Dr. Cully R. White of Midwest Neurosurgical Associates, SC.
Mike, a Vietnam veteran, remembers a very poignant moment on the day of his surgery. A member of the operating team, noticing Mike’s military record on his medical chart, told him that if he could make it through that war, he could make it through the coiling. Feeling much more at ease, Mike underwent the procedure without any complications. Three days later, he went home and finished out the school year. Today, Mike is still calling Dr. Ahuja “the miracle doctor.”

A Stroke of Luck
In May 2002, Gary Schumacher suffered two strokes (brain attacks) within one week of each other. Gary’s family has a history of heart disease, so he thought the symptoms of the first stroke were actually a heart attack: chest pains, nausea and numbness in the arms. When a second attack occurred two days later, Gary’s cardiologist called Dr. Ahuja, who met Gary in the emergency room at St. Luke’s. There, a CT scan revealed a blocked vertebral artery in Gary’s neck.

Dr. Ahuja recommended stenting, a procedure to prevent arteries from collapsing and blocking the flow of blood. A stent is a tiny spring-like device wrapped around an angioplasty balloon, which is inserted into the diseased artery through a microcatheter. The balloon is then inflated, causing the stent to press into the artery wall. The stent remains permanently in the artery, to prevent it from collapsing.

In the weeks leading up to the procedure, Gary, his wife and family, became particularly close to neuroendovascular technician Bruce Dooley, who spent time speaking with the family prior to the procedure and explaining things step by step. On the day of the procedure, Gary was nervous and anxious. But upon hearing Bruce’s voice, reassuring him with words of encouragement, Gary was able to relax. Dr. Ahuja then performed the stenting, and the procedure went well. While Gary recovered in the hospital, Bruce visited daily with the family. Gary has recuperated, with no evidence of further blockage. The Schumacher family is grateful for the time that Dr. Ahuja, Bruce and the entire team spent to ensure that they would feel comfortable with the procedure.

Building Patient Relationships
“When you have a disease, you want to feel like you are the only one that matters,” says Dr. Ahuja. “Each patient who walks through our door is very important to our practice. I know I am treating someone’s child, brother, sister, mother or father, and I think of the care I would expect for my own family.”

Dr. Ahuja collaborates with many referring physicians who share his dedication to patient-focused care. “The physicians who practice at St. Luke’s know their patients as individuals and share my philosophy of treating the whole person,” he says. Physicians in Burlington, Lake Geneva, Kenosha, Plymouth and Sheboygan know of Dr. Ahuja’s work through his outreach to these outlying communities. He wants to ensure that all people in need of comprehensive neurosurgical care will be able to access the full range of services of the
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Jeffrey Nell, an active 31-year-old sheriff’s deputy, had experienced periods of extreme lower back pain for over a decade. Earlier this year, over Memorial Day weekend, his pain intensified. He could not sit, stand or walk; he could only lie down. An MRI revealed that Jeffrey had a herniated disk, and his chiropractor referred him to Dr. Ahuja. Upon examining Eric and looking at his records, Dr. Ahuja scheduled him for the microdiskectomy the very next day. Jeffrey expected to be out of commission for days after the surgery but found that he could manage without pain medication after only two days. He has now returned to work full time and looks forward to playing golf, volleyball and weightlifting as his strength returns.

Microdiskectomy returned Jeffrey to an active life within days. Restoring Lyle Davis to full functioning was a little more complicated. For the past 30 years, Lyle has worked in construction, landscaping and manufacturing. Lyle guesses that he first injured his back 25 years ago, in the late 1970s. Over the years, Lyle’s pain increased. In 2001, the pain became so great that Lyle could no longer keep up at his job. His pain management specialist, Nileshkumar Patel, MD, tried cortisone shots, to no avail. Through special x-rays, Dr. Ahuja detected the problem. Lyle suffered from spinal stenosis, a narrowing of the spinal canal. The spinal canal is a small space within the backbone containing the nerve roots and spinal cord. If this space grows smaller, it can squeeze the nerves and the spinal cord causing pain.

To alleviate Lyle’s pain, Dr. Ahuja opened up the space in Lyle’s spine by inserting screws and rods to stabilize the affected area. With a regimen of physical therapy following the surgery, Lyle was back to work part-time within four months; by fall, he was pain free and working full time.

Dr. Ahuja and his partners take great satisfaction in restoring movement, vitality and quality of life to people who have struggled with disabling pain. Thanks to advances in medical equipment, surgical techniques and drug therapies, patient outcomes continue to improve.
New Hope for Brain Cancers
Cancer of the brain and spinal cord is relatively rare, representing less than two percent of all cancers reported in the United States. According to the American Brain Tumor Association, about 20,000 people are diagnosed with primary brain tumors each year. The challenge for the neurosurgeon is to locate the lesion and treat it without sacrificing function. Many tumors, both benign and cancerous, can be surgically resected. The amount of tumor removed depends on the size and location of the lesion and function of adjacent areas in the brain.

Imaging technology has evolved and enables the surgeon to better identify both the lesion and surrounding structures. Magnetic resonance images (MRI) are incorporated into a computerized navigational system in the operating room to assist the surgeon in determining the safest and most direct path to the tumor.

Some tumors are best treated with stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), which is not really surgery but focused radiation or Gamma Knife. SRS with Gamma Knife is a complex process where the lesion is located by MRI and then multiple beams of low intensity radiation are delivered and converge on the target tumor. One benign tumor often treated with Gamma Knife is acoustic neuroma. An acoustic neuroma (or vestibular schwannoma) is a tumor of the nerve that is responsible for hearing.

In other cases this tumor is best treated with microsurgery. Neuro-otologist Steven J. Millen, MD, of Milwaukee Otologic, has worked closely with Dr. Ahuja on many of these specialized and precise procedures. Dr. Millen and his partner, Steven A. Harvey, MD, treat inner ear disorders.

The Future of Neuroscience at St. Luke’s
Maintaining a world-class neuroscience program requires an ongoing commitment. This is accomplished through continual investment in clinical research, new diagnostic and treatment technology and specialized physicians to provide the outstanding care that patients deserve. In addition, increasing public awareness of neurological disease and treatment through education is essential. “Too often people suffering with neurological disorders think they have exhausted all treatment options, needlessly cheating themselves of improving their quality of life,” says Dr. Ahuja. One of his goals is to expand the breadth of public education currently offered in the community.

To ensure St. Luke’s maintains its leadership position in neurosciences, Dr. Ahuja would like to establish an endowed chair of the Neuroscience Center. The chair would further the opportunities for professional education, while attracting clinical research studies.

In keeping with his commitment to patient-centered care, Dr. Ahuja envisions a neuroscience “welcome center,” serving as a focal point for patients and families utilizing St. Luke’s neuroscience services. There, patients could meet with a staff member of the program who would help guide them through the services the program provides. “It is important for patients to feel confident about the level of care they receive,” he says. “Neurosurgery and all that is associated with it can seem very scary at first. By walking patients through the facility and explaining how different specialties are related, they can better relax and concentrate on their treatment and recovery.”

As groundbreaking work at St. Luke’s continues to draw patients from all over the country, it’s the patient success stories that underline the importance of the commitment to advancing neurological care. “Dr. Ahuja brought a new level of expertise and commitment to our community,” says Aurora Health Care president Mark Ambrosius. “His foresight and reputation have helped our neuroscience program grow by attracting other renowned specialists. With Dr. Ahuja as a driving force, St. Luke’s is able to make significant contributions to the changing face of neurological care.”

Midwest Neurosurgical Associates, SC, and the St. Luke’s Neuroendovascular Program, may be reached by calling 414-649-3232 (or 1-800-991-4323).
Sandy Gries of Kiel, Wisconsin, and her husband Dennis had big plans for August 2002. Their oldest son, Tony, was moving to Milwaukee for his freshman year at Marquette University. Sandy planned to shop, pack and worry, as any mother sending her first child away from home would. Their next two sons were preparing to “rule the school,” as the saying goes; Christopher beginning his senior year of high school, and Benjamin entering the eighth grade. Brandon, the youngest, would start fifth grade. The 39-year-old mother expected to spend that August helping her sons prepare for school. Little did she know her focus—and her family’s—was about to change in a dramatic way.

Sandy’s first symptoms of illness appeared toward the end of July 2002. At first, she experienced headaches and blurred vision. She was glad that her secretarial job at Stoelting, a manufacturing company, was in her hometown. When she became exhausted, she would go home and lie down after her shift ended. She did not connect these early symptoms with her occasional bouts of nausea and a one-time incident when she lost her peripheral vision while driving home. After all, Sandy thought, “Mothers take care of everyone, we don’t get sick.” It would take the scrutiny of her concerned sister to piece together the significance of these symptoms.

On Monday, August 5, Sandy met with her family doctor. She gave him a brief description of her symptoms, not realizing how every detail would matter. The doctor thought she might have an ear infection and advised her to take it easy. Thinking there was nothing to worry about, Dennis, her husband of nearly 20 years and high school sweetheart, took the younger boys to baseball camp. Almost immediately after they left, Sandy became seriously ill, vomiting continuously and finding relief only by curling up in a fetal position. Her sister, Jeanne Heberlein, happened to drop by that day. Realizing that something was desperately wrong, she told Sandy she had better go to the emergency room. However, it took her soon-to-be high school senior son to convince Sandy to take action. When Sandy heard Chris begging his aunt Jeanne to take care of his mother, she knew it was time to go to the hospital.

The two women made the 25-mile trip from Kiel to Sheboygan Memorial Medical Center. A fast-acting doctor in the emergency room ordered a CT (computerized tomography) scan. The scan revealed a brain tumor in the left frontal lobe of Sandy’s brain. The sisters were shocked. As Sandy struggled with the news, Jeanne called Dennis and their parents. At the same time, knowing that Sandy’s tumor would require the most aggressive treatment available, the emergency room physician called neurosurgeon Arvind Ahuja, MD, at St. Luke’s Medical Center in Milwaukee. Sandy was transported to St. Luke’s the next day.

Cancer of the brain is extremely rare, representing less than 2 percent of all cancers in the U.S. Each year, 20,000 people are diagnosed with primary brain tumors, and despite aggressive treatment, nearly half these people relapse. While Sandy’s initial prognosis was not good, she and Dennis took comfort in knowing she was getting the best care possible under the experienced hands of Dr. Ahuja.

“The Ahuja told it like it was, speaking genuinely and openly about my condition. I was told he was highly experienced and treated many patients with tumors, yet I never felt like a number. Each time we met, he sat down across from me, cupped my hands, and looked me in the eye as he asked how I was doing. Dennis and I put our complete trust in him,” said Sandy.
Dr. Ahuja and his team acted quickly. The following day, Tuesday, Sandy underwent many tests in preparation for surgery to remove the tumor. On Wednesday, Dr. Ahuja performed a craniotomy, a delicate surgical procedure that involves opening the skull, to successfully remove Sandy’s tumor. After the surgery, she spent two days in the intensive care unit. On Friday, Sandy was transferred to a regular room, and by Saturday, August 10, she was headed home to Kiel.

Despite the whirlwind week Sandy had just endured, she felt great. “From the moment I entered the emergency room, my pain disappeared,” she said. “The expert medical care, combined with the knowledge that I was receiving the best possible treatment, eased my physical discomfort and helped me develop a positive attitude.” This positive attitude would sustain Sandy as she faced the rigors of living with cancer.

Sandy spent the rest of August recovering at home. Her children, husband, parents and extended family all took turns waiting on her hand-and-foot, wanting to do so much for the mother who always put everyone else before herself. Others in her small town helped out as well. Sandy received over 200 get well cards, and members of her church brought two meals a week to her home throughout the fall. “It’s times like this when you learn who your friends are and what really matters,” she says.

As August ended, college-bound Tony made it to Marquette and, after Labor Day, her younger sons also returned to school. The end of summer marked another milestone for Sandy. On September 10, she began chemotherapy and radiation treatments. Sandy took an oral chemotherapy pill, in combination with anti-nausea medication to relieve this common side effect. Dennis and her parents took turns driving her to St. Luke’s Vince Lombardi Cancer Clinic (VLCC) in Sheboygan for radiation treatments through the end of October. Sandy treasured this one-on-one time with her parents, discovering things she never knew about their lives and reliving stories from their childhood.

Sandy appreciated the caring and compassionate staff at the VLCC. They put her at ease during the radiation treatments by asking about her children, making inquiries of her weekend plans and taking the time to listen patiently and thoughtfully. It made Sandy feel normal, despite the extraordinary circumstances she found herself in.

It takes a very special kind of compassion to be a cancer nurse. The VLCC staff were uniquely qualified to be an emotional support to Sandy. In turn, she felt comfortable sharing with them her concerns for her children. “When I found out about the cancer, my first thought was for the kids. I was so glad it was me and not one of them or Dennis. I couldn’t bear to watch my family suffer,” Sandy said. Throughout the surgery and treatment, Sandy and Dennis had been very straightforward with the children, keeping them informed of everything they knew about the cancer and its treatment. Living in such a tight-knit community, Sandy knew that her boys had opportunities to talk about their feelings with teachers at school or with other friends.

Fortunately, Sandy’s cancer treatments did not have prolonged side effects. She was able to return to work part-time in mid-September, appreciating how flexible and supportive her company had been throughout the ordeal. By October, Sandy began concentrating on regaining her everyday life. She now attends her son’s football games with Dennis and has resumed the regular walks she enjoys with her sister; life is moving forward, one day at a time. This is exactly how Sandy wants it, explaining, “I feel normal, not sick, and I don’t want to be perceived as ‘the woman with cancer’.”

Sandy is focusing her positive thoughts on the next milestones in her family. A younger brother will be married in April 2003, prompting her to find a solution to her hair loss, currently the only noticeable side effect of treatment. Sandy heeds Dr. Ahuja’s advice to appreciate each day of life. “I am going to pull through,” she says.

“The expert medical care, combined with the knowledge that I was receiving the best possible treatment, eased my physical discomfort and helped me develop a positive attitude.”

– Sandy Gries
After a car accident, I had neck pain so severe, I couldn’t raise my right arm. Still, I chose to live with the pain rather than have surgery. Then I was referred to a neurosurgeon at St. Luke’s. He understood my concerns, and he told me about advances in micro-surgery. I chose to have the surgery – four discs in my spine were fused together. After hard work in rehab, I’m pain-free and have full range of motion. And I’ll be competing in table tennis at the 2003 Summer National Senior Games.

— Steve Grassel, New Berlin
One of the questions we often hear is “How can I direct my gift?” For example, “Is there a fund to which I can direct a gift for nursing education?” Yes, there is a Nursing Fund. It was established a number of years ago specifically for that purpose. In addition, there are many funds available to meet the growing needs of the hospital. Listed below is just a partial listing of funds to which you can designate your support. We will continue to feature hospital funds that benefit the patients, programs and services at St. Luke’s Medical Center in upcoming issues of The Spirit.

**Cancer Counseling Center**
Featured in this issue of The Spirit, the services provided at the center focus on the emotional aspects of cancer and offers specialized care regarding the specific symptoms of distress caused by cancer. Charitable support is used, for example, to add to the center’s library to purchase relaxation tapes, books to help patients and their families cope and other educational materials and programming.

**Clarke Square Family Health Center**
Their mission is to provide quality, safe, accessible and affordable health care to whomever needs their services, targeting primarily the uninsured and underinsured community. They are facing severe capacity space limitations because their patient volumes have almost doubled in one year.

**Gamma Knife Center**
Patients whose conditions were previously inoperable because of lesion location or other factors now have a treatment option. The Gamma Knife, a form of radiosurgery, delivers a high dose of ionizing radiation to targeted areas deep within the brain. The “blades” used by the surgeons are as many as 201 beams of gamma radiation that are programmed to intersect on a precise target.

**Reach Out and Read Program**
The goals of St. Luke’s Family Practice Center include increasing parent/child bonding, increasing their compliance with well child checks and immunizations through the incentive of a free book offered to children at each visit and increasing awareness of and referrals to adult literacy resources.

**Robotic Technology Fund**
St. Luke’s remains on the cutting edge of technological advancements and continues to pave the road to the future with computer-assisted surgery. Robotic surgery will allow for continued progress toward faster recovery, less pain and safer surgery.

For more information on designating a gift to your area of interest, please call 414-649-7122.
Seizures are one of the most common neurological illnesses, affecting 10 percent of the U.S. population. When a seizure takes hold of the body, a person feels as though they have lost all control. The unpredictability of seizures is devastating, restricting people from participating in many of the daily activities we take for granted, such as driving, caring for young children or even holding a job. Having one seizure, however, does not mean that a person has epilepsy. Only when a person has multiple seizures is epilepsy considered.

Epilepsy is characterized by chronic, recurring seizures. Occurring suddenly and unpredictably, a seizure is triggered by an abnormal electrical discharge in the brain. Seizures are somewhat like a power surge on a computer. The result is an outward change in an individual’s movement, behavior or consciousness. Epilepsy is caused by an injury to an area in the brain that damages brain cells. When abnormal impulses travel through this damaged area, a seizure occurs. Seizures continue to happen because the memory cells “remember” how to make these impulses.

Epilepsy can begin anytime throughout life, contrary to the general belief that it is a children’s illness. Eighty-five percent of people with epilepsy are adults — from every walk of life. Their seizures may occur hourly, daily, weekly, monthly or may have stopped for years, only to return suddenly. Treatments can help slow or end seizure activity, allowing patients to more fully experience life.

A common misconception is that all people with epilepsy experience episodes of stiffening and shaking, known as tonic-clonic seizures or convulsions. In fact, the most common types of seizures are far less noticeable. They usually include a momentary lack of awareness of sur-roundings and a variety of subtle movements. Symptoms of epilepsy can include:
- A convulsion or stiffening and shaking episode (as commonly perceived)
- Short periods of blackout or memory loss
- Occasional “fainting spells,” followed by extreme fatigue
- Episodes of blank staring with no response to questioning or communication
- Warning signs that a blackout is imminent, such as familiar memories, odors, sounds, nausea, fear or panic
- Sudden uncontrolled movement or tingling

The Regional Epilepsy Center
Each year, one percent of Americans, or 180,000 people, develop epilepsy. In Wisconsin, 40,000 people live with epilepsy, approximately 15,000 of whom live in greater Milwaukee. Neurologist-epileptologist George L. “Chip” Morris, MD, medical director of the Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s, has distinguished himself as a local, national and international leader in the pursuit of new and better therapies to treat epilepsy. He has assembled a multidisciplinary team of highly trained specialists, including a neuroradiologist (a radiologist specializing in nuclear medicine), a pharmacologist, a neuropsychologist and an educational counselor. At the Regional Epilepsy Center, this unique group of specialists meets regularly to develop an individualized treatment plan for each patient and to ensure all possible treatment options are being explored.

In 2002, Dr. Morris moved his practice from the Medical College of Wisconsin to St. Luke’s Neuroscience Center. “There is nowhere else in the city where I can build a Regional Epilepsy Center of this scope to meet the needs
of our community and the nation. St. Luke’s has a capacity to provide high levels of care, with experienced and trained physicians and staff. I appreciate the commitment St. Luke’s has made to support this work,” said Dr. Morris.

Diagnosis and Treatment
Epilepsy reveals itself in many ways, depending upon the area of the brain affected. It takes skill, experience and precision diagnostic equipment to be correctly diagnosed. New patients coming to the Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s bring recent test results or undergo an EEG (electroencephalogram) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) when meeting with Dr. Morris. This meeting with the patient and immediate family members reviews the history of medications, past treatments and degree of seizure control the patient has achieved. After a battery of tests, Dr. Morris and his team are able to determine whether the patient’s seizure(s) is an isolated event or related to epilepsy. These tests may also reveal other brain abnormalities and whether anti-seizure medication would be helpful.

Anti-seizure medications are the first option in treating epilepsy, requiring close monitoring to assess effectiveness and side effects. Dr. Morris has participated in numerous clinical research trials, including two current studies for medications seeking FDA approval. “Anti-seizure medication should completely stop seizures; when it merely reduces the number of seizures, it is not working effectively,” he says. If the seizures continue, or the patient experiences disabling side effects, then different drugs are prescribed until the right medication is found.

Many popular epilepsy medications have unpleasant side effects, including fatigue, unsteadiness and confusion. While newer medications may not always be more effective at preventing seizures, they will often produce fewer side effects. Over 50 percent of people with epilepsy find relief through medication.

If medications do not work, patients will find other treatment options at the Regional Epilepsy Center. Inpatient evaluation allows Dr. Morris and his team to observe a seizure in a safe environment to learn more about why the medicines did not work. Patients are connected to a video EEG machine to measure brain wave activity. Dr. Morris likens this process to a cardiac stress test. Video EEG is very useful in determining the type of seizures a patient experiences and where they occur in the brain. “It takes what patients report to me and turns it into some-thing we can review together,” Dr. Morris says. The use of video EEG has tripled over the past 15 years, to 10,000 performed annually nationwide, but Dr. Morris estimates that 15,000 more patients would benefit from this diagnostic method.

Breakthroughs in Treatment
Brain Mapping – Left untreated, epileptic seizures will eventually damage the part of the brain that controls function. The good news is that promising new surgical techniques and advances in brain mapping, a procedure that identifies precisely which areas of the brain control specific outward functions, have increased treatment options when medications have failed. In many instances, surgery will stop or at least significantly reduce seizures that did not respond to other treatments. Doctors can now safely operate on a specific area of the brain without patients losing important memory, motor or speech skills.

The Vagus Nerve Stimulator – Dr. Morris was instrumental in testing and expediting approval of a new device called the Vagus Nerve Stimulator (VNS), a type of generator that acts as a “pacemaker for the brain.” The VNS is implanted under the collarbone and programmed to deliver small electrical shocks to the vagus nerve, a nerve in the neck that is connected to the brain. This drug-free alternative has been proven to decrease and even eliminate seizures for patients who have not responded to medications or surgery.

The Regional Epilepsy Center can be reached by calling 414-385-8780.
Fabiana Gets a Sign of Hope

In September 2002, 22-year-old Fabiana Mollinger was delighted to find out she could finally look forward to driving herself around town, staying out late with friends and regaining some of the control over her life that she had lost to epilepsy. Doctors at the Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s Medical Center approved Fabiana for surgery that would indeed stop her epileptic seizures, without harming any other brain functions.

Fabiana’s seizures started back when she was seven years old. The diagnosis of epilepsy was particularly devastating because Fabiana is hearing impaired. Today, even with medication, she typically has five to eight seizures a month, each lasting from one to five minutes. Prior to her coming to the Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s, surgery was not an option. Because Fabiana relies on several parts of her brain to communicate, doctors in the past feared surgery would impact her ability to lip read and sign.

When doctors are able to pinpoint the exact part of the brain where seizures originate from, surgically removing that part of the brain becomes an option. “The trick is, we want to take away the seizures but nothing else,” says George L. “Chip” Morris, MD, medical director of the Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s, and Fabiana’s neurologist-epileptologist.

To qualify her for surgery, doctors needed to learn more about Fabiana’s language, memory and cognitive skills through a series of neurological exams. One such test was the “WADA” exam, where each hemisphere of the brain is anesthetized separately in order to determine which part controls speech and memory. Although doctors normally test epilepsy patients to determine these functions, Fabiana presented a

Vince Lombardi Charitable Funds is proud to sponsor the 33rd annual **Vince Lombardi Golf Classic** on Friday & Saturday, June 6 & 7, 2003 and the 16th annual **Lombardi Walk for Cancer** on Saturday, June 7, 2003. All funds raised from the two events go to support the Vince Lombardi Cancer Clinic, Cancer Counseling Center and Gene Therapy Research Laboratory at St. Luke’s Medical Center.

**Lombardi Golf Classic**

The Classic is held at North Hills Country Club in Menomonee Falls and is host to many celebrities in the sports and entertainment fields. The Classic is open to spectators on Saturday, June 7, beginning at 7 a.m. and admission is free. Bring your family and friends and enjoy the day.

**Lombardi Walk for Cancer**

**Walk Together. Win Together.**

The Lombardi Walk for Cancer is held at Menomonee Falls High School on Saturday June 7, and begins at 9:30 a.m. Join the pledge program and be eligible for prizes.

There are many opportunities to volunteer or participate in these fun events. For more information, contact Shelly Rosenstock at 414-649-7015.
unique situation. Doctors were not sure if one or both sides of her brain would be needed to continue communicating through sign language.

With the help of three interpreters, a neuropsychologist administered the WADA exam to Fabiana. Doctors first put the right side of her brain to sleep to test the active left side. Then a series of eight objects were shown to Fabiana, which she was later asked to recall. She was also asked to name different parts on her body, such as the thumb, and to repeat sentences and read using sign language. At the end of the five-minute exam, the left side of Fabiana’s brain was put to sleep so that the right side could be tested.

At the conclusion of the exam, Dr. Morris was pleased. Fabiana’s right side brain functions would not be compromised by the surgical removal of the lesion that grew there.

As she prepares for her surgery, Fabiana is excited for the long-awaited freedoms that come with being a typical twentysomething. “I want to feel better,” she said. “I know I will still need to take medication, but my seizures will be gone, and I will finally be able to get my driver’s license!”

A Symbol of Your Caring . . .

A gift to The Tribute Fund is a thoughtful way to express your feelings and benefit St. Luke’s Medical Center at the same time. Your gift can help heal a heart or bring a smile on a special occasion. Through your giving, an anniversary, holiday, recovery from an illness and other significant occasion in your life or the life of someone special to you can become a symbol of your caring.

When you give a gift to The Tribute Fund, you will receive an acknowledgement. Notification will also be promptly sent to the person or family you designate. No mention of the amount of the gift will be made. All Tribute gifts are recognized with your name and that of the person being honored or memorialized in The Spirit of St. Luke’s. Additional distinctive opportunities for recognition are provided at higher levels of giving.

To request a Tribute Fund booklet, please call the Office of Philanthropy at 414-747-4326.
Brain Mapping  
A Mother's Road to Recovery

Donna experienced a seizure at the age of 15, nearly 25 years ago. She took anti-seizure medications for the next seven years, stopping the regimen in her early 20s because her seizures had stopped. In 1987, a traffic accident caused her to bump her head near the source of her previous seizures. In 1989, she experienced yet another seizure in the middle of the night. Frightened by the episode, Donna’s husband, Tom, called 911 and paramedics took her to the hospital. From that point on, Donna resumed taking her anti-seizure medication. She also surrendered her driver’s license in 1995 after totaling her car in an accident resulting from a seizure. Her epilepsy had robbed her of energy and control over her life.

But sometimes fate steps in and puts you in the right place at the right time. Earlier this year, Donna and Tom attended an education session at The Regional Epilepsy Center at St. Luke’s Medical Center. Inspired by what she heard, Donna called to schedule an appointment the very next day. New hope was on the horizon.

Donna also surrendered her driver’s license in 1995 after totaling her car in an accident resulting from a seizure. Her epilepsy had robbed her of energy and control over her life.

On a February day in 2002, Donna had her first meeting with epileptologist George L. “Chip” Morris, MD, medical director of the Regional Epilepsy Center. Prior to this first visit, Donna underwent an EEG (electroencephalogram), a non-invasive test used to evaluate brain function. When Dr. Morris walked into the room, he surprised Donna and Tom with the revelation that Donna had experienced a mild seizure during the test. The good

Almost every young mother feels tired at the end of a busy day. But as a result of her epilepsy medication, Donna Pluskota felt tired around-the-clock. When her three children (Kimberly, now 19, Danny, 14, and Amy, 12) were younger, she slept half the day. Each morning, after preparing breakfast and getting the children off to school or out to play, Donna napped. After feeding the children lunch or doing a light task, she needed to nap again. Although her friends were helpful and understanding, Donna was frustrated by the chronic fatigue. And despite taking the medication, she still experienced seizures and memory lapses. The unpredictability of it all prevented her from driving, volunteering at her children’s school and simply playing with them. It became a way of life she got used to.

The Pluskota family (clockwise from upper left): Tom, Danny, Donna, Kimberly, Murphy and Amy.
news was that the seizure was so isolated in the brain that Donna would be a good candidate for a left temporal lobectomy — a procedure that involves removing the area of the brain that is producing the seizures. Further tests would prepare her for the operation.

In the spring, pre-surgery testing began. On a Monday morning, Donna checked in to St. Luke’s Medical Center to be weaned from her current seizure medication in a controlled environment. The goal was to record her brain having three seizures, thus helping Dr. Morris confirm their point of origin in the left temporal lobe. After five days, Donna experienced the three seizures. Additionally, as her system was purged of all previous medications, Dr. Morris placed her on a new anti-seizure drug with fewer side effects. Donna felt better than she had in years.

The next test was the “WADA” exam, which determines which side of the brain speech, memory and language functions reside. Dr. Morris worked closely with the neuropsychologist to perform the test. The WADA told the team whether Donna could be sedated during her surgery or must remain awake in order to respond to cognitive testing. The cognitive testing pinpoints the precise areas of the brain associated with speech and memory.

Concerned that her seizures originated from an area close to the language center of her brain, the doctors chose to perform “awake” surgery, combined with brain mapping, to ensure Donna’s language abilities were not put at risk. These amazing techniques enable neurosurgeons to operate as close to a tumor or lesion as possible, while protecting the patient’s ability to function in other areas.

Donna entered St. Luke’s on Monday, July 22, to have her brain surgery. Awake and conscious throughout most of the procedure, she remembers hearing the activity around her. After some delicate probing, the neurosurgeon determined the exact area of her left temporal lobe controlling her language ability. After a short series of speech and memory tasks, Donna drifted off to sleep as the procedure was completed. At 5:30 the next morning, Donna woke up feeling perfectly normal. Aside from some mild brain swelling, a typical post-surgical reaction that slightly impaired her speech, she recovered well and was released on Friday of the same week.

Since the operation, Donna has not had another seizure. After a month of convalescence, she returned to work and was able to resume everyday activities — minus the naps! Donna credits Dr. Morris and the dedicated team of specialists at the Regional Epilepsy Center with giving her back her life. Says Donna, “I’ve never met a physician like Dr. Morris who is so committed. He took the time to actually find something to make my seizures go away, instead of just trying to manage them. He has such a positive attitude … and he knows his treatment options will actually cure you.”

“I’ve never met a physician like Dr. Morris. He took the time to actually find something to make my seizures go away, instead of just trying to manage them.”

— Donna Pluskota

As Donna looks forward to life without seizures, she’s made a list of things she wants to do. Having fun with her children is at the top! She would also like to volunteer more at her youngest daughter’s school. Once she knows for sure that she is seizure free, she would like to resume driving.
In 1979, a young medical resident working in the emergency room met a young patient who would make a lasting professional – and personal – impression on him. Over the next 19 years, that resident, Bhupendra Khatri, MD, now a neurologist and medical director of the Regional Multiple Sclerosis Center, would care for that patient and witness firsthand the full spectrum of MS and how it takes over a person’s life.

Twenty-two-year-old Laura Hoye entered the emergency room in 1979 suffering from weakness in her legs and diminished vision. A thorough diagnostic exam revealed that Laura had multiple sclerosis (MS), a chronic and often disabling disease of the central nervous system. Dr. Khatri and the ER staff were given the unenviable task of breaking this sad news to young Laura. For the next 19 years, Dr. Khatri cared for Laura throughout her illness. As he tried to relieve her suffering, he focused on finding more effective treatments for all patients struggling with MS.

Twenty years ago, there were few options to slow the progression of MS. In the years Dr. Khatri cared for Laura, the only treatments available were merely remedies to ease her physical symptoms. To keep her alive, Laura underwent many invasive procedures, such as having tendons and bones severed to stop the severe spasticity (uncontrollable movements) in her legs, catheterization for bladder control, surgery to remove bowel obstructions, the insertion of a feeding tube when she could no longer swallow, and finally, in order to breathe, a tracheotomy was performed and she was placed on a respirator. With each new procedure, Laura faced the reality of her treatment bravely, despite the physical loss it represented. “I learned so much about MS from Laura – the kinds of things they don’t teach you in textbooks. MS is much more than physical symptoms, it reaches into all areas of a patient’s life,” says Dr. Khatri. Laura died in 1998 at the age of 32.

In the early stages of her disease, Dr. Khatri tried to make the most of Laura’s limited time. A big Harley Davidson fan, Laura always dreamed of participating in the Milwaukee motorcycle company’s big parades and festivals. In 1992, Dr. Khatri helped arrange for Laura, at this point connected to a respirator, to ride in the 90th Anniversary Harley Davidson Reunion. “MS robbed Laura of her physical abilities, but it did not take the dignity from her soul,” he said.

The heartbreak of watching Laura undergo all the painful procedures of treatment was one reason Dr. Khatri chose to focus his career on MS. His pioneering research has gained him international recognition as a leader in the fight against MS. An Indian born and raised in Kenya, today Dr. Khatri serves as medical director for the National MS Society and is on the editorial board for the Apheresis Journal. He recently relocated his practice to St. Luke’s Medical Center so he and his patients could better access the cutting-edge technology of the growing neuroscience program. “St. Luke’s offers a strong neurosurgical program to complement what we do – good neuro-oncology and state of the art neuro-diagnostics,” says Dr. Khatri.

The team of specialists (Dr. Khatri is in practice with neurologist Varun K. Saxena, MD) at the Regional MS Center have pioneered innovative new treatments, participated in advanced research studies and developed one of the largest MS centers in the country. The Center cares for over 3,000 MS patients each year.

Dr. Khatri still thinks often of Laura Hoye and the advances in MS treatment over the past 20 years. “If Laura Hoye were alive today, she would have a much longer, more pleasant life. We now have preventive therapies that would have reduced the frequency and severity
of her attacks. We have more alternatives that would have improved Laura’s quality of life.” While Laura did not survive physically, her inspiration and spirit live on at the Regional MS Center.

“Dr. Khatri and Laura had a special, instantaneous bond. He always took such good care of us,” says Laura’s mother, Lillian Hoye. Laura and the doctor worked as a team, exploring new approaches to treatment. “Laura was willing to try anything — new medications or procedures — in an effort to keep living,” says Lillian. She feels that her daughter’s courage and bravery have helped other patients with MS secure new treatment options.

On the Cutting Edge
The Regional MS Center specializes in innovative methods to evaluate, diagnose and treat the symptoms of MS, including bowel, bladder, cognitive and sexual dysfunctions, fatigue, spasticity, tremors, weakness and visual problems. As part of a holistic and comprehensive approach, the Center also treats the psychological and spiritual needs of patients living with this destructive disease. Counseling for patients and their families, yoga, exercise, physical therapy and nutrition advice round out the plan of care options.

Additionally, the Regional MS Center participates in research into new therapies and medications. It is currently conducting a clinical study to see if Antegren (monoclonal antibody T-cells) will eliminate MS attacks. It is the only center in Wisconsin chosen to participate in this international trial.

What is Multiple Sclerosis?

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is second only to trauma as the most common cause of disability in young adults in the United States. Approximately 333,000 Americans live with MS, most diagnosed as young adults between the ages of 20 and 40. The unpredictable physical and emotional effects of MS last a lifetime.

While the cause of MS remains a mystery, it is known that the immune system plays a major role in the disease. People with MS produce abnormal antibodies that attack myelin, the covering of the nerve fibers in the brain and spinal cord. Symptoms of MS vary greatly among patients, and may include numbness, weakness, tremors, impaired vision, dizziness, slurred speech and decreased short-term memory. MS is a relapsing, remitting disease; for example, a patient may have an episode of numbness that goes away, then later have what appears to be an unrelated vision problem. It takes a highly skilled and experienced physician to piece together the clues that lead to an MS diagnosis.

“MS is not what it used to be 20 years ago. The majority of patients continue to lead very active lives now,” says Dr. Khatri. Today, there are many more drugs to relieve symptoms associated with MS, such as fatigue, cognitive impairment, bladder control and memory. The Regional MS Center has begun to conduct long-term studies to evaluate the effects of these new medications over time in order to ensure that they continue to enhance quality of life. Within the last 10 years, the FDA has approved four new medications, raising hope among MS patients that one day a cure will be found.

The Regional Multiple Sclerosis Center can be reached by calling 414-385-1801.
Eric Dahlstrom, an engineer with LDV, Inc., has been working round the clock all summer. His company builds command communications vehicles for law enforcement, including the FBI and CIA. During the September 11 terrorist attacks, a dozen of these vehicles were mobilized in New York and Washington. The demand for this product is high, so Eric is grateful to now have the extra energy he needs to maintain the hectic pace of production. You see, Eric has had multiple sclerosis (MS) since 1986. But up until this spring, most days he was exhausted and fatigued before the work day even started. While his employer was extremely accommodating, Eric was disappointed he could not put in the extra hours during this critical time for national security.

Eric’s first MS symptom appeared sixteen years ago, when he was just 25, as the vision in his left eye began to blur. Eric was diagnosed with optic neuritis, a decaying of the optic nerve. Learning that this condition could be an indicator of MS terrified Eric. He had two young sons, aged four and six months. Unfortunately, at that time, there were not many treatments to help prevent the progression of MS. Eric was advised to wait and see what would develop.

Five years later, at age 30, Eric experienced sensory problems. He had tingling in his limbs, he could not feel hot or cold, and the right side of his body began to go numb. Tests, including a CT scan (a series of highly specific x-rays that take pictures of internal organs) and spinal tap, revealed a small lesion in his brain. While the doctors acknowledged that it could be MS, they were hesitant to make a formal diagnosis or recommend a course of treatment. As an engineer, Eric was used to finding solutions to problems. But not knowing how to help himself with this health problem, Eric could only accept the news and hope for the best.

By age 35, Eric’s condition worsened. He now suffered from balance problems, severe fatigue and muscle weakness. When he asked his family doctor to recommend a specialist, he was referred to neurologist Bhupendra Khatri, MD, medical director of the Regional Multiple Sclerosis Center. Dr. Khatri determined that Eric’s brain lesions were growing and diagnosed him with relapsing and remitting MS. The progressive nature of Eric’s symptoms required immediate action. Dr. Khatri prescribed IV steroids, as well as a daily injection of protein to stop his immune system from attacking his nerves.

At that time, there were not many treatments to help prevent the progression of MS. Eric was advised to wait and see what would develop.

As an engineer, Eric relates to MS in electrical terms. “The nerve fibers are like wires that carry electrical impulses back and forth in your brain. Like electrical wires, the nerves have insulation, called myelin. A trigger in the immune system attacks certain viruses, which then attacks the nervous system, damaging the myelin,” he explains. “There are then ‘short circuits’ in the nerves that lead to miscommunication.” In Eric’s case, when he
felt pain, there was not necessarily a physical reason for it. When he tried to walk, he could not get his legs to move as he wanted. This miscommunication led to extra fatigue and frustration.

After two years of treatment, Eric’s MS eventually progressed with lesions now appearing on his spinal cord. The diagnosis changed to secondary progressive MS, requiring more advanced treatment. In Spring 2002, Dr. Khatri began *plasmapheresis* treatments. This process promotes self-healing by taking the patient’s own blood, discarding the plasma and then returning the healthy red and white blood cells. In essence, it’s like donating blood to yourself, only the blood is cleaned before being returned to your body. This prevents harmful substances that exist in the plasma from circulating in the blood and further impairing the nervous system. Eric started with one plasmapheresis treatment a week. The results were nothing short of amazing. Now, he has one treatment every three weeks.

“Plasmapheresis has been extremely helpful. I saw the benefit after the first month,” said Eric. By summer, he was able to ride a bike and visit his company’s wellness center to exercise for the first time in seven years! Prior to his illness, Eric had been very active – lifting weights, running and hiking outdoors. Today, he has the strength to resume activities with his sons Adam, now age 20, and Andrew, 16. With his energy and strength returned, Eric looks toward an active and enjoyable future.

*Dr. Khatri, medical director of the Regional Multiple Sclerosis Center at St. Luke’s, is at the forefront in researching plasmapheresis, a process that removes blood from the body and discards the plasma portion before the red and white blood cells are returned. This prevents the harmful substances that circulate in the plasma from causing further damage to the nervous system. Dr. Khatri and his associates were the first to investigate this treatment in the fight against MS. Plasmapheresis has been proven to be an effective treatment for severely progressive MS, especially when other therapies have failed. Dr. Khatri and his associate, Dr. Varun K. Saxena, have made plasmapheresis a credible and acceptable treatment in the fight against MS across the country and around the world.*

*A double blind randomized crossover trial carried out at the Mayo Clinic recently confirmed the effectiveness of plasmapheresis in patients with severely progressive MS who had not responded to conventional therapy such as intravenous steroids.*
There is no known cure for Parkinson disease, but there is much that can be done to reduce its symptoms and keep people healthy and active. "The challenge for doctors and patients with Parkinson is to find the right combination of treatments," says Paul A. Nausieda, MD, a nationally recognized Parkinson expert and medical director of the Regional Parkinson Center at Aurora Sinai Medical Center.

Treatment may include medication, lifestyle adaptations, rehabilitation, emotional support and surgical options. "Parkinson is not a fatal disease, but it can be complicated," says Dr. Nausieda. "Treatment needs to be multi-dimensional. The goal is to orchestrate a global plan to help patients stay functional."

Despite the vast numbers of people afflicted with Parkinson (1 in 100 people over the age of 70), and its increasing public profile, Parkinson patients often live with the disease for many years before learning that they have it.

What is Parkinson Disease?

Parkinson disease is a chronic and slowly progressive neurological condition associated with a breakdown of nerve cells in the part of the brain that controls coordinated movement and balance. These cells normally produce dopamine, the neurotransmitter that sends messages between nerve cells. In Parkinson disease, as the production of dopamine decreases, the nerve cells no longer communicate, resulting in the symptoms of the disease.

Early warning signs of Parkinson disease usually start on one side of the body and progress slowly to the other side. The subtle nature of these functional changes often delays the diagnosis, as does the fact they may be related to the side effects of commonly prescribed medications.

The classic signs of Parkinson disease include constant shaking or tremors, rigidity or increased muscle tone, slowness of movement and impaired balance. Not all individuals experience all symptoms, and the impact of the disease varies widely from one person to another. No lab tests exist to detect Parkinson disease; doctors can only diagnose this illness through clinical examination.

Without proper diagnosis and treatment, individuals with Parkinson disease may also experience other painful physical, emotional and cognitive problems. These include severe depression, sleep disturbances and difficulty with speech and swallowing. The goal of the Regional Parkinson Center is to help each patient achieve maximum control over the disease's debilitating effects by employing medication, improving coping skills and maintaining a healthy lifestyle through good nutrition and exercise.

About the Regional Parkinson Center

In 1982, Dr. Nausieda founded the first Regional Parkinson Center in Wisconsin. Today, it is the largest comprehensive Parkinson disease center in the world, following the progress of 6,000 patients annually. The Center serves people throughout the Midwest and all across the nation. In an average week, Dr. Nausieda sees...
150 outpatient visits and monitors an additional 20 patients participating in drug research trials. Headquartered at Aurora Sinai Medical Center in downtown Milwaukee, the Regional Parkinson Center is the only one in the country with an inpatient monitoring program, allowing meticulous treatment control of hospitalized patients.

**Individualized Plan of Care**
The Regional Parkinson Center uses a global treatment approach to evaluate the medical, educational and psychological implications of the disease. Dr. Nausieda has assembled a diverse team of specialists who can tailor treatment plans to meet the needs of each patient. Gary J. Leo, DO, associate medical director of the Center, is a recognized movement disorder specialist, as well as a specialist in sleep disorders. Dr. Leo has a special interest in dystonic movement disorders and was the first physician in Wisconsin to offer botulinum toxin treatments for this group of movement disorders. Other team members include gerontologists, geriatric psychiatrists and clinical psychologists, a certified physician assistant, registered nurses, social workers, pharmacists, dieticians, physical and occupational therapists and speech pathologists. The specialty skills and successful integration of these multiple disciplines is what sets treatment at the Regional Parkinson Center apart from the rest. In addition, the Center is uniquely qualified to offer its patients innovative new drug therapies through participation in ongoing research studies.

**Scope of Services**
Since 1990, Gloria Bock, APRN, BC, has served as program coordinator at the Regional Parkinson Center. By providing education and information to people with Parkinson disease, she helps them to better understand their illness. She also works to promote an understanding of Parkinson disease in the community and to educate other health care providers to ensure patients receive the best care available.

Gloria also coordinates the Regional Parkinson Center’s extensive outreach activities. She established and maintains 54 support groups throughout Wisconsin and surrounding states. The goal of these groups is to educate the consumer so individuals and families develop healthy coping skills and to address the daily challenges of living with a chronic illness. As an advocate for people with Parkinson disease, Gloria assists people in accessing the resources they need for optimal functioning.

_The Wisconsin Parkinson Association offers community education and support to over 5,000 people. Community programs promote early detection of Parkinson disease. Falls and orthopedic injuries can often be prevented by early detection of Parkinson disease._
**Medication Therapy**
Medications remain the backbone of Parkinson disease treatment. However, many of these drugs have adverse side effects, such as the uncontrolled movements that most of us associate with the disease. Dr. Nausieda's extensive background in pharmacology helps to lessen these side effects and avoid adverse interactions between multiple drugs (an all too common occurrence).

**Effects on Mood**
Chemical changes in the brain of a Parkinson patient often affect mood and emotion, which can lead to extreme depression or anxiety. As the disease progresses, these mood swings may intensify. Dr. Nausieda has studies in progress comparing the effectiveness of various antidepressants in people with Parkinson disease to clarify the underlying causes of this treatment complication.

**Effects on Memory**
Parkinson disease can affect cognition, particularly for people who take anti-Parkinson medications for many years. Dr. Nausieda is involved in research studies to determine the effectiveness of anti-Alzheimer medications in people with memory problems and their role in offsetting this serious problem.

**Innovation in Treatment**
Levodopa, an amino acid considered a mainstay in the treatment of Parkinson disease, was found, over time, to create a host of other problems more troubling than the disease. Using synthetic dopamine stimulants has been a recent breakthrough and provides some patients with a much better alternative. Dr. Nausieda's studies have contributed significantly to this research and novel applications of synthetic agents are a unique feature of the Regional Parkinson Center practice.

In 1997, the Regional Parkinson Center participated in FDA-sponsored research on *Ropinerole* (Requip), a synthetic dopamine stimulant. This research tested the drug's effectiveness to reduce the adverse side effects of Levodopa. A large percentage of patients who responded favorably to the medication might otherwise have undergone unnecessary surgery. The use of high-dose Ropinerole as an alternative to neurosurgical treatment is an active area of study at the Center.

In 1999, the Center initiated controlled studies with *quetiapine fumarate* or *Seroquel*, an anti-psychotic medication originally prescribed for patients with schizophrenia. Seroquel was found to be extremely effective in controlling confusion and hallucinations. Within two months of the study, patient data indicated the overwhelming effectiveness of the drug. By 2000, following presentation of the Center's results at international meetings, every Parkinson Disease Center in the country was using Seroquel as the preferred agent for hallucinations.

These are just some of the innovations in the treatment of Parkinson disease that have been developed at the Regional Parkinson Center.

**Breakthrough Research**
With its large and diverse patient population, the Regional Parkinson Center is able to recruit large numbers of participants for clinical research studies. As a result, pharmaceutical companies often approach the Center as a test site, offering patients promising new treatment options with the newest drugs in development.

In addition to sponsored drug trials, Dr. Nausieda and his associates are supported by the Parkinson Research Foundation, whose goals include:

- Analyzing the Center's enormous patient database, spanning over 20 years, to look for genetic, environmental, behavioral and medication responses to better predict later complications and the patterns of progression.

- Creating a *Consumer Reports* type of evaluation for alternative medical treatments for Parkinson disease. While therapies such as herbal remedies, growth hormones, cranial facial massage and acupuncture have grown in popularity, little data exists to validate their effectiveness. The Center employs research funds to explore the utility of these treatments.
Finding the most effective medications for the mood and personality changes associated with Parkinson disease. By testing agents with differing neurochemical effects, Dr. Nausieda hopes to identify the neurochemical system responsible for these psychological events.

Giving Voice to Parkinson Disease
Fifteen years ago, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) estimated there were a total of 250,000 people diagnosed with Parkinson disease in the U.S. In actuality, when pharmaceutical companies began tracking Parkinson disease prescriptions and patients, that projection increased to an estimated 2.0 million individuals. Unfortunately, the lack of accurate statistics impeded the treatment and legislative support for Parkinson patients nationwide.

Dr. Nausieda is tremendously proud of the Center's success in unifying patients to make a bold impact on Parkinson disease treatment. He recognizes the collective power they have to raise awareness of the disease. "As a clinician, you realize that there are a lot of patients with this disease, and when you unify them as a group, with a direction, then you're able to make major changes in the health care delivery system," he said.

continued on next page

For Referral, Information and Treatment:

REGIONAL PARKINSON CENTER
A National Parkinson Foundation Center of Excellence

WISCONSIN PARKINSON ASSOCIATION

Located at:
Aurora Sinai Medical Center
945 N. 12th Street, Suite 4602 - Milwaukee, WI 53201-0342
414-219-7061 1-800-972-5455

Aurora Sinai Medical Center®

The Wisconsin Parkinson Association

Contraindicated Drugs in Parkinson Patients
The term "contraindicated" essentially means that the drug in question cannot be given to a patient. In individuals with Parkinson Disease, the basic problem is the chemical nature of the disease itself. Many drugs alter the brain's dopamine system and may not be recognized as having a potential to markedly alter the symptoms of Parkinson Disease simply because the drugs are employed for the treatment of non-neurologic conditions. Every patient with Parkinson Disease should have a list of these agents available for their physician's reference.

Dr. Nausieda was the first physician in the U.S. to compile a list of contraindicated medications Parkinson patients should avoid taking. It has been distributed nationally, and the Regional Parkinson Center frequently receives requests for reprints. If you would like a wallet-size card of this list, please call 414-219-7061.
Several years ago, Medicare tried to limit coverage related to Parkinson disease. This would have compromised care for millions of people and sent a dangerous message that Parkinson disease is not a significant medical illness. Dr. Nausieda’s patients engaged in a write-in campaign, prompting Medicare to re-evaluate and ultimately reverse their decision. In another instance, patient advocacy led to a congressional policy change to earn FDA approval of Eldepryl, another Parkinson medication. One of Dr. Nausieda’s patients even testified before Congress, with actor Michael J. Fox, on the need for more research funding for Parkinson disease.

Dr. Nausieda speaks passionately about the role his patients play in advancing their treatment options. “You can’t limit your program to medical treatment alone. It becomes very obvious that forces beyond the control of a doctor writing a prescription or a nurse making a visit impacts these patients,” he said. “This program serves as an advocacy vehicle by bringing a large number of patients together, giving them organizing capacity and ultimately the power to really make a difference.”

Richard Mueller, PharmD, pharmacist at Aurora Sinai Medical Center.

Parkinson Center for rehabilitation and medication adjustment. “This partnership allows the most expert personnel to care for Parkinson patients and provides a smooth transition between programs,” says Dr. Nausieda.

The Regional Parkinson Center can be reached by calling 414-219-7061.

A Continuum of Care
The Neurosciences Program at St. Luke’s Medical Center is the perfect complement to the total care and treatment provided at the Regional Parkinson Center. When patients with Parkinson disease require surgery, St. Luke’s offers skilled neurosurgeons and state-of-the-art post-operative management that ensures the best possible outcomes. After discharge, patients can be referred back to the Regional Parkinson Center for rehabilitation and medication adjustment.

Since 1972, Dr. Paul Nausieda has been at the forefront in the fight against Parkinson disease. He is a nationally recognized Parkinson disease and sleep disorder specialist (the two afflictions are integrally linked) and has held numerous academic appointments including associate professor at both Rush University in Chicago and the Medical College of Wisconsin. He is currently a clinical Professor of Neurology at the University of Wisconsin. Additionally, he has published over 100 articles on the subject of sleep and movement disorders. As Medical Director for the Regional Parkinson Center and the Wisconsin Parkinson Association, both headquartered at Aurora Sinai Medical Center in Milwaukee, Dr. Nausieda was one of the first physicians in the country to organize his patients to speak out on national issues related to Parkinson disease. The success of Dr. Nausieda’s mission to advance the treatment of this disease has led to the Regional Parkinson Center’s designation as one of the largest and most comprehensive “Centers of Excellence” supported by the National Parkinson Foundation in Miami.
Living with Parkinson Disease —
Getting Help and Getting On With Life

Betty is a spirited 74-year-old gardener and grandmother from Guttenberg, Iowa. She also has Parkinson disease. She and her husband Donald lead a busy life. Their large garden is filled with many fruits and vegetables. When the local grocery store runs out of produce, they call Betty. Her 99-year-old neighbor also counts on Betty for help with cooking, cleaning and paying bills. With four grown children, seven grandchildren and a great-grandchild on the way, Betty needs all the energy she can get.

For over a year, Betty suffered from constant fatigue and weakness. When she told her oldest son Jay, a pharmacist, of her constant tiring, he suggested that she might be overmedicated — since none of his customers with Parkinson disease filled as many prescriptions as his mom. Betty consulted her doctor and was quickly referred to Dr. Paul Nausieda and the Regional Parkinson Center at Aurora Sinai Medical Center in Milwaukee. At one of the largest centers in the world, Betty’s doctor knew she would get the help she needed.

Dr. Nausieda admitted Betty to the hospital right away, in order to adjust her current medications in a safe environment and provide her with necessary therapy. When Betty arrived, she was taking three different drugs, at a cost of $22 per day. After four days in the hospital, she was down to just one drug, at a cost of only $7. Most importantly, Betty felt more energetic than she had in years. She looked forward to returning to Iowa and getting back to her family, friends and garden with renewed energy.

Margie had experienced symptoms of Parkinson disease for many years before it was formally diagnosed in 2000. When she did finally get treatment, the medications left her with uncontrollable movements, sleeplessness and severe depression. Margie could not eat or think clearly, and her weight dropped to 91 pounds. One day, as her health was continuing to spiral downward, Margie fell at home but did not want to go to the doctor. Three days after the fall, when Margie still had trouble walking, her daughter became very worried and called an ambulance.

After recovering from her fall, Margie sought treatment at the Regional Parkinson Center. Dr. Nausieda admitted Margie to Aurora Sinai Medical Center to adjust her medications and provide therapies. At lower doses her medicine made it hard for her to move; at higher doses the medicine made her nervous. After just days of careful adjustment, Dr. Nausieda was able to determine the right combination of medications. Almost immediately, for the first time in years, Margie began sleeping through the night. Through subsequent rehab therapy, medication management and the nurturing care of specialists at the Regional Parkinson Center, her mood improved and her strength returned. Today, Margie credits Dr. Nausieda and his staff for giving back her life.

Gladys, a 75-year-old widow who was used to living alone and taking care of herself, fell and broke her arm. The uncontrollable movements she had as a result of her Parkinson disease prevented the arm from healing. After two surgeries to reset the bones in her arm, Gladys needed 24-hour care — so she moved into a nursing facility. This loss of independence plunged Gladys into a deep depression. She also began having hallucinations.

Having attended an educational session sponsored by the Regional Parkinson Center, an alert social worker from the nursing home recognized Gladys’s distress and referred her to the Center. Dr. Nausieda admitted Gladys to Aurora Sinai Medical Center to adjust her medications and begin a physical therapy program to regain strength in her arm. Gladys quickly improved and was soon able to use a walker with her good arm. She continues to do very well.

“We are excited when we can help people get the treatment they need to manage their symptoms and learn how to access the education and support programs to help them and their families to better understand and deal with this chronic disease,” says Gloria Bock, APRN, BC, program coordinator at the Regional Parkinson Center. Helping people achieve a dramatic improvement in their symptoms and seeing the relief on their face when they are finally able to take back control of their life is very gratifying for the team.

Patients also have many opportunities at such a large Parkinson disease center, such as involvement in clinical drug research trials and participating in Parkinson disease awareness programs.
For the first time in over a year, Richard Rowley now gets out of bed in the morning without collapsing. He can get around without a wheelchair, and he has even left the house with Sherry, his wife, to go to the store or out for dinner. This has made a world of difference for the 47-year-old father of three, grandfather, motorcycle enthusiast and sportsman. And he attributes his good health to a special neurologist at St. Luke’s Neuroscience Center.

Richard’s problems began three years ago. From time to time, he would become dizzy, then lose consciousness. This would happen while at work or home, in the midst of everyday activities. At first, these unpredictable episodes troubled Richard, keeping him on his guard at work and deterring him from driving or riding his motorcycle and other favorite pastimes. As Richard began to recognize the warning signs that came before a blackout, he managed to continue working and eventually resume driving.

Unfortunately, his health continued to deteriorate, sapping his strength and jeopardizing his safety and the safety of others. After visiting four different doctors in that first year of illness, none of whom could correctly diagnose him, Richard was frustrated and frightened. He had lost 42 pounds, going from a strapping 200 pounds to 158. In June 2001, he took a medical leave from work.

That same month, a neurologist diagnosed Richard with severe autonomic failure — a condition that changed his autonomic functions and affected his heart rate. When Richard stood up, his blood pressure became dangerously low, causing him to pass out; when he lay down, it skyrocketed. Due to the severity of Richard’s condition, he was referred to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, the prototype from which autonomic laboratories across the country are modeled after. However, while waiting months for the first appointment, his neurologist discovered a new local doctor. Neurologist Rose Dotson, MD, had recently relocated from the autonomic laboratory at Mayo to St. Luke’s to develop the Regional Neuroautonomic Center. Richard was relieved to find a local specialist to handle his condition.

Dr. Dotson joined St. Luke’s in 2001 to open the Regional Neuroautonomic Center. A Milwaukee native, Dr. Dotson chose St. Luke’s because of its commitment to expanding neuroscience services, the opportunity to develop her own neuroautonomic laboratory and St. Luke’s reputation for excellence in patient care. Dr. Dotson had previously helped to establish two other autonomic laboratories: one at Oregon Health Sciences University and the other at the Medical College of Wisconsin. She also instructs physicians in autonomic testing through the American Association of Electromyography (EMG), a diagnostic procedure that measures nerve and muscle function. This is an effective, non-invasive tool to determine carpal tunnel syndrome, pinched nerves of the back or neck, and peripheral neuropathy.

The autonomic nervous system controls the body’s automatic functions, such as blood pressure, body temperature, breathing, heart rate, pupil dilation, salivation, swallowing and sweat. In some instances, neuropathic pain or other nerve involvement is associated with autonomic dysfunction. For this reason, the Regional Neuroautonomic Center is equipped to perform electromyography (EMG), a diagnostic procedure that measures nerve and muscle function.
Richard Rowley was one of Dr. Dotson’s first patients at St. Luke’s. She confirmed the diagnosis of autonomic failure. Additional tests identified the presence of an antibody that attacks the nerve cells of the autonomic nervous system. Working closely with her former colleagues at the Mayo Clinic, Dr. Dotson tried an experimental treatment, *intravenous immunoglobulin* (IVIG) – a therapy where medicine is delivered intravenously through a saline drip. This treatment had been proven effective for treating patients with other inflammatory neuropathies, but remains in the experimental phase for patients with autonomic failure, particularly to the extent of Richard’s illness.

Richard had his first IVIG treatments at the Vince Lombardi Cancer Clinic (VLCC) at St. Luke’s. The kindness and compassion of the VLCC staff put Richard at ease right away. Dr. Dotson felt it was important for Richard to receive this experimental treatment in a highly skilled, controlled environment.

Three weeks after his first treatment, Richard walked into Dr. Dotson’s office without the aid of a wheelchair. He was excited to report that he had taken the stairs at home and even walked down the aisle with Sherry at their son’s wedding in October. While Richard is far from cured, the treatment has restored his quality of life. He’s been able to eliminate some of his unpleasant medications and, for the first time in two years, he feels hope for the future.

“Dr. Dotson and her treatments have been a lifesaver for me. I hope that this type of medical specialty can help other people who are needlessly suffering and scared.”

The Regional Neuroautonomic Center offers specialized, life-saving care for autonomic nervous system disease, right in our own community. If you or someone you know would like more information, please call 414-385-8795.
Imagine having unexplained pain or movement problems, not knowing the source of your illness or whether you will ever feel better again, and desperately searching for the right doctor and treatment while your suffering increases. Neurological illnesses are some of the most difficult disorders to diagnose. Often patients spend months or years trying to find the right doctor who can correctly diagnose their problem and begin to heal them.

Neurologist James C. Barton, MD, has practiced at St. Luke’s Medical Center for a quarter century, alleviating pain and anguish in thousands of patients. In his practice, Neuro Wisconsin, SC, Dr. Barton specializes in diseases of the brain, spinal cord, problems with the peripheral nerve, back pain, multiple sclerosis (MS), headaches and seizures. His wife Peggy, a master’s educated nurse, is his office manager and works to comfort patients and their families. “She has a special relationship with the patients; she discusses issues the patients have forgotten to discuss with the doctor or just feel more comfortable discussing with a nurse,” Dr. Barton says. Daughter Lindsay, a recent graduate of Tufts University, joins them at the practice as her schedule permits, to help with paper work. And last, but not least, is family cat Fluffy – the self-appointed vice president of public relations. Fluffy is known for making special appearances at the office, cuddling with family members while they wait or bringing smiles to the faces of patients young and old.

Dr. Barton and his wife first met in the 1970s, in Massachusetts, through their mutual professional interest in caring for people with MS. After marrying, they moved to Milwaukee in 1976, where Dr. Barton joined the medical staff at St. Luke’s. Peggy earned her master’s degree in nursing at Marquette University, specializing in the care of terminally ill patients and their families. She worked for a time on St. Luke’s oncology unit. In 1996, Peggy joined her husband’s Neuro Wisconsin practice. Dr. Barton knew Peggy’s professional experience, education and compassion would be an asset to his patients.

When Peggy schedules new patient appointments, she is able to obtain a brief reason for the visit to assess whether they are seeing the appropriate specialist. After Dr. Barton examines the patient, Peggy explains medication prescriptions and physician orders and answers any other questions the patient may have. Since Peggy staffs the office all day, she is able to respond quickly to patient calls. Peggy listens and encourages patients and family members as they work through the emotional issues of their sometimes-debilitating conditions. This uniquely close and personal contact between Dr. Barton, his wife, and his patients, ensures coordinated communication among all involved — and seamless attention to patient care. Dr. Barton credits the close relationship he and his staff have with his patients as a distinguishing feature of his practice.

Maria Bross, a patient of Dr. Barton’s (who has made special shampoos and other treats for Fluffy over the years), suffers from a range of medical issues including diabetes, bad knees and arterial blockage. In 1999, Maria experienced severe headaches and feared she had a brain tumor — just like her mother. She was also losing her vision in one eye. Being told that the problems were “all in her head,” she searched until she found a doctor who would listen — Dr. Barton. At her first appointment, Maria told Dr. Barton her suspicion that she had a brain tumor. He ran the appropriate tests...
and found the angioma, a non-malignant tumor. After a month of radiation, her tumor shrank and her symptoms subsided. Today, Maria visits Dr. Barton regularly and, every six months, he reviews her MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) results to ensure that the tumor has not grown larger. Maria credits the good care she received from Dr. Barton, as well as the continual encouragement and support from Peggy Barton, as the key to her recovery.

Dr. Barton’s instinctive diagnostic skills help him establish a bond of trust with his patients. By looking holistically at the patient’s individual history, Dr. Barton is usually able to find the source of the problem and begin exploring treatment soon after the first visit. He welcomes complex and challenging conditions. On a daily basis, Dr. Barton has many treatment options at his fingertips to alleviate pain and suffering. Nerve blocks and epidural steroid injections for back pain have provided a non-surgical option for thousands of patients. Triptans, a fairly new category of medications for headaches, offer relief in place of narcotics, which often lead to addiction and dependence.

Dr. Barton has also participated in Phase Three research trials for stroke treatments. It is now well established that immediate intervention within the first three hours of the onset of stroke symptoms can lead to increased patient survival and decreased residual symptoms.

With the expansion of the neurosciences program at St. Luke’s, Dr. Barton credits the team effort of related disciplines, such as the EEG lab he directs, as a prime factor in the program’s success. The dedication of the diverse staff, their willingness to embrace new technologies and test new theories, and their commitment to finding better ways to improve medical outcomes is what keeps Dr. Barton encouraged for the future of his patients.
In November 1999, accountant and business owner Jim Molenda was too weak to walk across the street. The very active 55-year-old enjoyed swimming and golfing, and prior to a knee injury in 1989, had jogged and played racquetball regularly. Unable to identify the cause of Jim’s condition, his family doctor referred him to neurologist James C. Barton, MD, of Neuro Wisconsin, SC.

At the very first visit, Dr. Barton determined that Jim had an autoimmune deficiency. A battery of tests, including muscle and nerve biopsies, revealed a rare nerve disease called chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP). In essence, Jim’s immune system was attacking his nerves, wearing off their protective coating. “I walked out of Dr. Barton’s office feeling that I understood what was going on and having a lot of confidence in him,” says Jim. He decided then and there to work as an active partner in his treatment plan. “Dr. Barton and I were in this together.”

Part of the “plan” compelled Jim to fax a health update each Friday to Dr. Barton, letting him know what physical changes had happened to him that week. If he missed a fax, Peggy Barton, Dr. Barton’s office manager and wife, would call to make sure everything was okay.

Unfortunately, Jim’s condition was deteriorating rapidly. By New Year’s Day, 2000, he began walking with a cane. Dr. Barton prescribed a high dose of Prednisone, a steroid that slows the progression of the disease. Knowing this would not be a long-term solution, Dr. Barton continued to try other treatments – including IVIG (intravenous immunoglobulin), a promising new treatment of daily injections of immunoglobulins, proteins that are naturally produced by the body’s immune system, administered over a five-day period. Unfortunately, Jim did not respond to IVIG. He continued to grow weak, barely able to walk, but still keeping hope. Jim’s naturally upbeat outlook, combined with the support he received from Dr. Barton and Peggy, helped him persevere.

In April 2001, Dr. Barton prescribed six chemotherapy treatments to help Jim’s immune system stop attacking his nerves. Once a month, Jim was hospitalized for 30 hours of extended chemotherapy. Jim was fairly lucky; he neither became sick nor lost his hair. For a week following each chemo session, Jim had to avoid crowds or other situations that would expose him to infection.

Jim credits his employees at Molenda and Associates for keeping his accounting business on track during this trying time. They all took on extra hours during the busy tax season, while Sue Molenda split her time between the office and helping Jim at home. It was a relief for both of them to know that the business was in such good hands while the family, including daughters Sherry and Kerri, focused on Jim’s treatment.

After the sixth chemotherapy session, Jim showed a glimmer of improvement. Dr. Barton extended the treatment and over the next four months, each chemotherapy session improved Jim’s strength. On January 1, 2001, as Jim prepared to enter the hospital for his 11th round of chemo, Dr. Barton called with a New Year’s gift – Jim’s blood test from the previous day indicated he no longer needed chemotherapy. Over the next year, Jim’s strength slowly returned and he began to walk without a cane. By April 2002, Dr. Barton pronounced Jim completely cured of his rare nerve disease.

While Jim isn’t quite 100 percent yet, he knows he is a long way from the self-described “pitiful” state he languished in the previous year. “My story is so great,” he exclaims. “Over the past two years, I didn’t know if I would ever walk again.” Jim adds, “Dr. Barton and Peggy are the best. I don’t know how my family and I would have done this without them.”

This summer, Jim bumped into an acquaintance he had not seen for over a year and received the best compliment he’s ever heard, “Jim, you look completely normal.” For someone who couldn’t cross the street two years ago, it felt good to finally be normal.
In 1992, Kelly, a 37-year-old wife and mother, was diagnosed with a malignant brain tumor. She had her first craniotomy — brain surgery — immediately, and another in 1998 when the cancer recurred. To further shrink the tumor, she received the maximum amount of radiation possible as part of her overall care plan. When the cancer came back in late 1999, Kelly’s options for treatment were running out.

While another open brain surgery was possible, her oncologist knew that St. Luke’s in Milwaukee was soon going to be opening the Gamma Knife Center. He thought Kelly would be a good candidate for the procedure, and referred her to P. Daniel Suberviola, MD, a neurological surgeon and also one of St. Luke’s Gamma Knife program coordinators.

“For patients like Kelly, who’ve already had the maximum amount of conventional radiation, the Gamma Knife offered another option that could provide real hope,” says Dr. Suberviola. “The exciting thing about the Gamma Knife,” he says, “is that the radiation is so precise and so calculated, it is able to destroy the diseased cells without affecting the healthy, normal tissue around the tumor or lesion.”

For Kelly, the Gamma Knife not only provided a potential cure, it did so with minimal interruption to everyday life. Kelly, in fact, worked all day at her job on Wednesday, came in for Gamma Knife treatment on Thursday, and returned to work on Monday. “When I had the two brain surgeries, it took weeks to recover,” Kelly recalls. “It was much more traumatic.”

The Gamma Knife procedure is virtually painless, has minimal risk of complications and does not involve extended hospitalization. Patients do not have to be put to sleep, and there is no loss of blood. Most people go home from the hospital in 24 to 36 hours and return to work as early as the next day.

Dr. Suberviola is a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Canada (and only the 216th fellow to be selected in the 50 years prior to his induction) and the International College of Surgeons. He is one of three program coordinators for the Gamma Knife Center. Dr. Suberviola has special interest in the surgical treatment of brain tumors, degenerative diseases of the spine, movement disorders and stereotactic radiosurgery modalities.

“Our primary mission is to treat patients, and to do it in the best possible manner. The breadth of services at St. Luke’s makes this possible,” says Dr. Suberviola.

The Gamma Knife Center at St. Luke’s can be reached by calling 414-385-2660.

Gamma Knife is recognized worldwide as the preferred treatment for metastatic brain tumors, primary benign and malignant brain tumors, and other intracranial lesions. It is not really a knife in the usual sense of the word but rather a bladeless “knife” that performs neurosurgery without an incision. Gamma Knife treatment uses multiple, low-intensity beams of radiation which converge on a target to slow the growth of cancerous tumors. The radiation actually destroys the DNA in the tumor cells so that they are no longer able to grow and reproduce. When the cell matures and is unable to replicate itself, it simply dies. Due to this inability to replace dying cells, the tumor’s growth is halted.
Staff Profile: Stuart Merritt

Turning Dreams into Reality through Planned Giving

St. Luke's Medical Center welcomes Stuart Merritt to the Philanthropy Department as our new Director of Planned Giving. Stuart brings a wealth of experience in this area, having previously worked for over 16 years in philanthropy and planned giving with a major international religious and social service program. While Stuart learned many technical aspects of planned giving that will ultimately benefit our donors and St. Luke's, his experiences working with people are our greatest gift. "The most important lesson is how people care for their fellow man and search for the best, most effective way to fulfill their dreams of what could be, through philanthropy," Stuart says.

Originally from Chicago, Stuart and his wife, Lynelle, live on rural land near a lake in Cedar Grove with their three sons, aged four, seven and nine. When he is not visiting with donors, Stuart can be found coaching on the baseball and soccer fields or tending the fields near his home. He is proud of the landscaping he and his wife have completed, boasting, "not bad for a city boy..." He is also an accomplished trombone player, having performed with the DePaul University Orchestra and Salvation Army Musical Group.

To acquaint himself with the wonderful programs at St. Luke's Medical Center, Stuart has strolled the halls of the hospital and introduced himself to many devoted donors and grateful patients. Initially, Stuart was humbled and amazed by the level of passion and commitment expressed by St. Luke's benefactors, until a donor told him, "Once your life has been saved by this institution, it changes your perspective." Stuart aims to match donors' desires to further the life-saving treatment, cutting edge research and compassionate care with the most effective gift-giving vehicle.

"Planned giving has an ability to match dreams and passions in a unique fashion. It's exciting to help people see that they can make a larger gift through property or other assets they did not realize they had," says Stuart. St. Luke's Medical Center has appreciated bequests through estate planning as a means of furthering medical excellence. "There are so many wonderful ways, both revocable and irrevocable, through beneficiary designations of saving bonds, bank accounts, insurance or retirement plans to create a charitable dream without taking away support from your family," Stuart explains.

For donors interested in expanding their life income options, the Charitable Gift Annuity offers another option. Donors can make a charitable gift, with resulting tax deduction, while providing themselves or another family member with income for life. As a baby boomer, Stuart has made these gift arrangements for each of his sons, in order to save for college while supporting institutions to which he is deeply committed.

"I share a passion for the mission of St. Luke's Medical Center. I can only work for an institution in which I'm personally invested," says Stuart. To this end, he has included St. Luke's Medical Center in his estate plan and joined the Employee Philanthropy Club through his current charitable giving.

Readers of The Spirit may meet Stuart in the coming months as he continues to acquaint himself with the programs and services available at St. Luke's Medical Center. "I look forward to greeting our donors and learning of their dreams for the hospital," he says. As donor dreams become reality, our community, state, country and world will have greater options for excellence in health care.
Welcome New Donors
Gifts Received January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002

Gifts received after September 30, 2002 will be recognized in the next issue of The Spirit.

Mr. and Mrs. Clark Beier
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bradley Bence
Mr. Ajoy Kumer Bose
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brown
The Honorable John J. DiMotto
Mr. Robert Eastman
Mr. Felix O. Fleming
Mrs. Elizabeth Gasch
Mrs. Elaine E. Gavin
Mr. Gustavo Gonzalez
Mr. Dean A. Guzlas and
Ms. Ruth A. Widstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Haas
Ms. Carol Heckendorf
Ms. M. Jane Helmchen
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Horning
Ms. Helen C. Karas
Ms. Wilma C. Kockovsky
Mr. Michael Lee
Mr. and Mrs. John Mullarkey
Mr. Sam D. Nehmey
Mr. Ernest H. Niederer
Mr. and Mrs. Gust A. Petropoulos
Mr. James A. Schinderle
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Skindzlelewski
Mr. Eric S. Tangman
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel G. Thompson
Ms. Carolyn A. Wagner
Mr. David D. Zubke

“A year ago in June, my mother was admitted to St. Luke’s after a heart attack. Because of several major complications, she stayed for 17 days. During that time, she had wonderful, fabulous care and treatment from nurses, aides and doctors in Intensive Care, as well as on several other floors. That is why she is alive today! I also spent late hours in the visitor’s lounge, and the cleaning staff was also so kind and helpful! My mother almost died three different times, and during two of the crises, I wanted to call my sister in Indiana and brother in Palmyra. I couldn’t think straight and was so nervous and scared, but when the operator at your switchboard realized my condition, she allowed me to call them at St. Luke’s expense. She was so understanding and helpful, and I was so grateful. I am sending a donation to express my appreciation for all the care and help we received! Thank you all from the bottom of my heart!”

— Jean Ann V.

“It’s been five years since I lost my wife to cancer. I will always be thankful for the loving care she received at St. Luke’s. The encouragement I received from Dr. Hanson and his caring staff will always be remembered.”

— Dick M.

Please note that in order to retain your privacy, we do not share our mailing lists.
Corporations, Foundations and Organizations
Gifts Received January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002

Gifts received after September 30, 2002 will be recognized in the next issue of The Spirit.

The commitment from corporations and foundations is integral to the excellent programs, equipment and services we provide every day to our patients at St. Luke’s Medical Center. Through their contributions, we can successfully meet and anticipate the health care needs of the nearly 33,000 inpatients and 448,000 outpatients who come to St. Luke’s each year.

Aaron Rehab Associates
Abbott Laboratories
ABCOMM, Inc.
Ace World Wide Group of Companies
American Red Cross
Arthritis Foundation Wisconsin Chapter
Astra-Zeneca
Aventis Pharmaceuticals
Ballantine Solutions, Inc.
The Baxter International Foundation
Berlex Laboratories, Inc.
BIOGEN
Boehringer Ingelheim
Books Are Fun, Ltd.
Bristol-Myers-Squibb Company
Bucyrus International Foundation Inc.
Bunco Group of Oak Creek
The Candlemaker
Client Business Services, Inc.
Cooper Industries Foundation
Cost Cutters of Greater Milwaukee
Cyberonics
Delphi Energy & Engine Management Systems
Denver Investment Advisors LLC
Electrical Energy Experts, Inc.
Endoscopy-America, Inc.
Robert G. Friedman Foundation
Fujsawa Healthcare, Inc.
Gastroenterology Consultants, Ltd.
Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates Inc.
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
Greater Milwaukee Open
Helwig Carbon Products, Inc.
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Integra, Inc.
Koss Foundation, Inc.
Herman W. Ladish Family Foundation
Eli Lilly and Company
Manchester East Hotel

Medronic, Inc.
Merck & Company, Inc.
Midwestern University
Mobile Foundation, Inc.
Monarch Foundation
NAHA Marketing, Inc.
Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Ortho Biotech, Inc.
Ortho McNeil Pharmaceutical Corp.
Pfizer, Inc.
Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Rita Medical Systems, Inc.
Sanofi-Synthelabo Inc.
SCS Healthcare Marketing, Inc.
South Hill's Golf Outing
Takeda Pharmaceuticals America
Teva Neuroscience, Inc.
TheraSense
D. F. Tomasini Contractors, Inc.
University of Minnesota
University of Wisconsin
Ventive Health Communications
Washington Mutual
Wenninger Company
Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories

Photos on pages 38 through 59 were taken at the 2002 Desert Gala

Anthony J. Zekich and Ann Wallen

Bold print indicates an increased gift.
+ Deceased
The Gift Programs of St. Luke's Medical Center/Office of Philanthropy

Congratulations and thanks are extended to those whose names follow for sharing their resources. We salute them for their compassion and sense of community.

**Hanover Society**

- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Houck
- Mrs. Josephine D. Hyland
- **Mrs. Dorothy S. Johnson**
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Leutner
- Mrs. Rose B. Mayer
- Mr. Larry Newman
- Mrs. Evelyn Qualman
- Estate of Edward Everett Schreiter
- Estate of Bernard Soref

**Ken and Dorothy Stoll**

Mr. Bernard C. Ziegler

**Diamond**

- Mr. + and Mrs. Robert Atkins
- Mr. + and Mrs. John H. Barr
- Ms. Vivian M. Bauman
- Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Burton
- Ms. Lorraine Dubanewicz
- Mr. and Mrs. John L. Ellison
- **Mr. and Mrs. Maurice M. Felgar**
- Mr. George L. French
- Mr. and Mrs. Charles V. Goldsworthy
- Mrs. Joan Greb
- Mrs. Mary C. Hanson
- Mr. Harry G. Henke
- Mr. and Mrs. John J. Jaeger, Jr.
- Mrs. Sally Kuhlman
- Mr. Dominic B. Lychwick
- Mr. Frederick P. Martien

**Mr. Dick McMicken**

**Mrs. Bernadette Moehn**

- Estate of August G. Mueller
- Mr. Walter A. Ostreich

**Mrs. Dorothy Petran**

- Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Richter
- Mr. Edward H. Saemann
- Mrs. Margaret A. Scheibe
- Mr. John C. Seramur
- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shirley, Jr.
- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Styza
- Ms. Ellen Taus
- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Teerlink

**Mr. Duncan M. Toll**

**Nick W. Turkal, M.D.**

- Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wittkowske

**Crystal**

- Anonymous
- Mr. Wilfred A. Brigham
- Mr. Howard L.Chertkof
- Mr. and Mrs. George Dalton
- Mrs. Dolores R. Dwyer
- Mr. and Mrs. Luther Graef
- Ms. Susan Lynn Grieshober
- Mrs. June Hansen
- Mrs. Betty Harder
- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jercke
- Mr. and Mrs. William W. Keefer
- Mr. Sloan C. Kelley

**Mrs. Genevieve Kurtz**

- Mr. and Mrs. James A. Ladish
- Mr. and Mrs. John J. Marchese
- Mr. and Mrs. James J. Miele, Jr.
- Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Odill
- Ms. Ruth Pallamolla
- Estate of Stanley M. Perushick
- Ms. Kay M. Peterson
- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ptazynski
- Dr. and Mrs. Gregory Rypel
- Mr. Joseph E. Schick
- Mrs. Bernice Scholler
- Mr. John A. See

**Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Seiders**

**Mrs. Betty Seitz**

- Jeffrey Stearns, M.D.
- Mr. Eric S. Tangman
- Mr. and Mrs. Craig S. Telke
- Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ullmann
- Mr. and Mrs. Martin Voigt
- Ms. Carolyn A. Wagner

**Mrs. Judith R. Westerdahl**

- Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Wolf
- Mr. Delbert E. Ziegler

**Ruby**

- Mr. and Mrs. John A. Abramczyk
- Mrs. Jane E. Adams
- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey J. Bingen
- Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Borowski
- Mr. Ajoy Kumer Bose
- Mr. Robert A. Brandon
- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Bretza
- Mr. B. V. Brooks
- Mr. and Mrs. William I. Buckeridge

**St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club**

St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club is an honorary membership organization established as a special way of expressing our appreciation to individuals who support the mission of St. Luke’s Medical Center with an annual gift of $100 or more within a calendar year.

**Every gift is like a precious gem**

Annual participation in the St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club is designated at the following levels:

- Garnet: $100
- Emerald: $150
- Ruby: $250
- Crystal: $500
- Diamond: $1,000
- Hanover Society: $5,000
- and above


**Gifts received from January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002**

Bold print indicates an increased gift.

* + Deceased
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Gartman
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Gass

Mr. John A. Graese III
Ms. Marion E. Gratzi
Dr. and Mrs. + Herbert M. Gross

Matched by Abbott Laboratories
Mrs. Jill Guentert

Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Gulick
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Gump

Mr. Dean A. Guzlas and
Ms. Ruth A. Widstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gygax

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Hayman
Mr. Edward M. Heffner

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Hendrickson
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hoberg

Mr. Robert Huettger
Mr. Anthony J. Irek
Mr. Victor O. Italiano
Mr. Paul E. Jahn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Janke
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Jorgensen
Mrs. Ann Kapitz
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klinger
Ms. Harriet T. Knudson
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Krasno

Mr. Frederick Kuss

Ms. Genevieve B. Latus
Mr. Ronald Laurent
Mrs. Elsie M. LeGrand
Mrs. Lucretia LoCoco
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew S. Lukach

Mr. Frank J. Marek

Mr. and Mrs. Jack J. Medved
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome G. Merkel

Mr. and Mrs. David Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Moritz
Mrs. Kathleen Musolf
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Niesen
Mr. and Mrs. Steven S. Oelke
Mrs. Marguerite Ott
Mrs. Dorothy M. Paplaczyk
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Powers

Mr. Walter Przeworski
Miss Dorothy M. Raasch
Mr. and Mrs. Myron J. Raasch
Mr. and Mrs. David Raine
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Ramthun

Mr. Frank J. Reidhaus
Mr. Lillian J. Repa

Ms. Beth Rudell
Mr. Milton M. Ruch

Mr. Ralph D. Rutkowski
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Sawall
Mr. Joseph A. Scheinkoenig
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Schick

Lt. Col. and Mrs. Howard B. Schmidt
Mr. John P. Schmitt
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph J. Schrager
Mr. Leroy M. Schroeder

Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Schwinn

Mr. Edwin L. Shaw
Mr. Ray E. Sherman
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Sloane

Mr. Pat J. Sommer
Ms. Johanna J. Sternig
Mr. John E. Stinchfield

Mr. and Mrs. Ervin A. Stolz
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Streiflow
Mr. Leonard J. Susalla
Mr. Richard G. Sutter
Mr. and Mrs. Leo E. Suycott
Mr. Sabin C. Taplin
Mr. and Mrs. Eustace T. Theoharis

Mr. Margaret R. Tomczyk
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Troppmann

Bold print indicates an increased gift.
+ Deceased
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Mr. and Mrs. William D. Trotter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Vignieri
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde G. Wallenfang
Mr. Charles J. Wasserman
Mrs. Margaret H. Wells
Mrs. Mary A. Wesołowski
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Whitney
Mrs. Kathleen Wickert
Mr. Paul Willer
Ms. Theresa Williamson
Mr. Richard Wilton
Mr. Walter Winzer
Ms. Helen R. Wolf
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Norbert P. Worzala
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wunsch
Mrs. Jean Zacharski
Mr. Robert S. Zyszkiewicz

Garnet
Anonymous
Mrs. Helen Aasen
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Accetta
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Albertson
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Alexander
Ms. Diana C. Alonge
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Amoroso
Mrs. Delores Anderson
Mr. R. J. Anen
Mrs. Patricia Apple
Mr. and Mrs. Peter R. Bachmann
Mr. Guy Balistreri
Mr. Frederick A. Barrington
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Bartels
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Baumgart
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Becker
Mr. Ronald E. Becker
Mrs. Franca Beer
Mr. William E. Behrens
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Beier
Ms. Joan Beitzinger
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bradley Bence
Mr. Alvin Berlin
Mr. and Mrs. Johannes E. Berndt
Mr. Alfred A. Biedernf W
Mr. William Block
Mrs. Maxine L. Brandenburg
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory R. Brauch
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Brennan
Mr. and Mrs. John Brilla
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Brown
Mrs. Lorettä Brown
Mr. Harvey W. Brunsh
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Budnik
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard C. Budnowski
Mrs. Jean B. Burke
Mr. Keith Cameron
Mr. Richard B. Casper
Mrs. Anita Chudnow
Ms. Shirley Cianciola
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Clemins
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred R. Colla
Mr. Martin C. Connelly
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Copoulos
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Crowther
Mr. Benjamin Cuenco
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Curran
Mr. Thomas R. Curzon
Mr. and Mrs. John Damkö
Mr. Horace E. Dawalt
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Delvaux
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Dietz
The Honorable John J. DiMotto
Mr. Armen Dockter
Mrs. Lois Doolittle
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Driessen
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Dz Mez
Ms. Luann J. Durand
Mrs. Darlene Dworkak
Mr. Robert Eastman
Mr. Samuel Einhorn
Ms. Gertrude Eisenzopf
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ellis
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ellison
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Erickson
Mr. Roberto W. Esteves
Mrs. Josephine Fabizak
Mr. Dennis Farrington
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Ferris
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Feuling
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian J. Fitzhonts
Miss La Verne Flach
Mr. Felix O. Fleming
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy C. Foote
Mr. and Mrs. Erneste E. Force
Mr. Gardner L. Friedlander
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Ganzer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Garber
Mrs. Elizabeth Gasch
Ms. Joyce A. Gass
Mrs. Elaine E. Gavin
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Gersich
Matched by Abbott Laboratories
Mr. Jeffrey A. Gerster
Mr. Karl Gierhahn
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gleason
Mrs. Edna Goad
Mr. Gustavo Gonzalez
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence S. Graham
Mr. and Mrs. William Gravitter
Mrs. Grace E. Greenman
Mr. and Mrs. LaVern M. Griep
Mr. and Mrs. John Grissmeyer
Mr. Alvin A. Groves
Mr. Jerome L. Grummel
Mrs. Janet Gudex
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred L. Gutscheit
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Haas
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hablewitz, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hafeman
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Hahlbeck
Mr. and Mrs. John Haita
Mr. Edward J. Hammer
Miss Gertrude Hanka
Mr. Chester T. Harrison, Jr.
Ms. Carol Heckenlief
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Heder
Mrs. Dorothy D. Heffernan
Mrs. Joyce Heinrich
Mr. Zacharia Hershman
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Herte
Mr. and Mrs. Gunter Hiergeist
Mrs. Ruth Hilrich
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Hornung
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Horsman
Mrs. Carole F. Houston
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hrobosky
Mrs. Marie J. Hrydynt
Mr. Gerald F. Hubbard
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Huibregtse
Mr. Richard Jackowski
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon C. Jacobson
Mr. and Mrs. Symphorian Januszewski
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jeske
Mr. Walter J. Joachimczyk
Mr. Alphonse J. John
Ms. Myrna Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Jorgensen
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Kabat
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon T. Kaminski
Ms. Helen C. Kasas
Mr. Frank J. Kasteic
Ms. Mary C. Kawatzky
Mr. Richard Kazmierczak
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Keippel
Mr. and Mrs. Alyxius J. Keller
Ms. Zaynab Khalid
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kirkland
Mr. and Mrs. John Kissinger
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Kline
Mr. David R. Klirg
Mr. Larry M. Klug
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Klurfeld
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Kniec
Mr. Harold Kniecik
Mr. James E. Kollza
Ms. Wilma C. Kockovsky
Mr. Leroy Koehler
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Koenes
Mrs. Betty Kolberg
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Komassa
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Komives
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Koneczka
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert R. Kontowicz
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Kowalske
Mrs. Edith M. Kreger
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Kressaty
Mrs. Mary L. Kroening
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Krowas
Mr. Gary P. Krumel
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Krupski
Mr. Harold Kuckkan
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Kukuk
Mr. and Mrs. Kar Kumpel
Mr. Edward Kurylko
Ms. Sandra S. La Fave
Ms. Nancy Ann Ladwig
Mr. and Mrs. Craig P. Landre
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Lang
Mr. Clarence F. LaPinske
Mr. and Mrs. Loyal V. LaPlante
Mr. David Lassa
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Leachy
Mrs. Billie Lee
Mr. Michael Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Earl G. Legeby
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O. Lindsey
Mr. Joseph J. Lingle
Mr. Chester C. Link
Mr. and Mrs. Buz Longstaff
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Love
Mr. Emil Lovrich
Mr. Ronald A. Lucas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Luebke
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton M. Lundberg
Mrs. Agnes Maciolek
Mr. Bertrand H. Mallison
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Mallozzi
Mr. Carl L. Malmberg
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Mannchen
Mrs. Catherine D. Margis
Mr. Rodney G. Martin
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Mateicka
Msgr. Richard A. Maufort
Mr. John F. McCune III
Mrs. Mary Ann McNicol
Mr. Walter Meier
Mr. and Mrs. Earl A. Meinen
Mr. and Mrs. Mark S. Metzger
Mrs. Adeline M. Mieczna
Mr. Elmer J. Millette
Mr. Richard Mills
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Milz
Ms. Alice B. Mirkowski
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery J. Mora
Mr. and Mrs. John Mullarkey
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Nabak
Mrs. Mary M. Nault
Mr. Sam D. Nehmey
Mr. and Mrs. George Nehrloss
Mrs. Kathryn Nehs
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Nelson
Mr. Ernest H. Niederer
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Nordin
Mrs. Nancy Novak
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Novelen
Mr. Kenneth E. Oelschlaeger
Ms. Edna L. O’Meara
Mr. Thomas G. Ottav
Mr. and Mrs. Steve J. Pacak
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip M. Parisi
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Pattrk
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Patzke
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Paul
Mrs. Janette C. Pederson
Mr. Roger Peelen
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pelletier
Mr. and Mrs. Gust A. Petropoulos
Mr. Harold Pfang
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold A. Polisky
Mrs. Ruth M. Pool
Mr. Eugene D. Prahnst
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Preston
Mr. Philip J. Purpero
Miss Ora Quandt
Mr. Joseph R. Quickel
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Radke
Ms. Doris R. Radtke
Mr. John S. Randall
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Repp
Mr. and Mrs. Bill H. Richards
Ms. Frances V. Richter
Mr. Eugene J. Roethle
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rubisky
Mr. Donald E. Ruedin
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Ruetten
Mr. Leroy W. Sackman
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Sampson
Mr. Stephen Santa Maria
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Savage
Mr. James A. Schinderle
Mr. and Mrs. Tony A Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz W. Schneider
Dr. Walter H. Schneider
Mr. and Mrs. Quentin J. Schumacher
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schuppler
Ms. Arlene J. Schwab
Mr. Louis J. Seiez
Mr. R. H. Short, Jr.
Mr. Eugene P. Shoulak
Mr. and Mrs. Bert T. Sjostrum
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Skindzelwski
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Skowronska
Mr. Arthur O. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Smith
Mrs. Theodora Smolinski
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Soley
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Sommer
Mr. Vincent W. Sonntag
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Stabenfeldt
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Stahl
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Stanis
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Stevan
Mr. Anthony W. Stavish, Sr.
Mr. E. Stony Steinbach
Mrs. Joyce F. Steinmann
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Orville N. Strachota
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Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Stretch
Mrs. Carol J. Suomu
Mr. and Mrs. Ray D.
Szalacinski
Mr. and Mrs. George F.
Sztostak
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel G.
Thompson
Mr. Fred L. Tietyen
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A.
Timm
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Tompkins
Mrs. Audrey Topczewski
Mr. Joseph Trapp
Mr. James J. Treiterer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Trzecinski
Mrs. Maria Turano
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon C.
Turner
Mr. Daniel L. Tuszyński
Mr. Carl Van Haveren
Mr. and Mrs. Steven A.
Van Lieshout
Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Visek
Mrs. Merike H. Voeltner
Ms. Jean Ann von Rohr
Mr. Alan R. Voss
Mr. John L. Wade
Ms. Gladys E. Wagner
Mrs. Patricia Waletzko
Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Walter
Mr. and Mrs. James I.
Waranch
Mr. Anthony F. Wawrzyniak
Mr. Edward T. Weber
Ms. Elsa L. Weber
Mr. James L. Weix
Mr. and Mrs. William
Wenger
Mrs. Alvena E. Wernsman
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C.
Whiteman
Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Widmer
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome E.
Wild
Ms. Eleanore M. Wirfs
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome L.
Witchofi
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Wood
Drs. Medardo and Carolina Yap
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Zeleske
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Zellmer
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald J.
Ziebert
Mrs. Margaret Zignego
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Zimmerman
Mr. and Mrs. John Zoyack
Mr. David D. Zubke

Dr. John Whitcomb

(From left to right) Rhoda Beyer, Marion Gratz, John and Ruth Call
2002 Employee Philanthropy Club
Gifts received January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002.

Anonymous
Mrs. Patricia Abella
Mrs. Sharon Akey
Dr. J. Joseph Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ambrosius
Mr. Alfred Anderson
Ms. Jeanne Anderson
Ms. Anita Andrzejewski
Mrs. Mary Angert
Ms. Elaine Antoniewicz
Mr. David Arnold
Ms. Nancy Arnts
Ms. Helen Atkinson
Ms. Donna Babcock
Ms. Margaret Babcock
Mrs. Margaret L. Balke
Ms. Jill Bannach
Ms. Jill M. Barrett
John and Terese Beauchamp
Ms. Diane Beaudry
Ms. Jean Beck
Ms. Rosanne Bednarek
Ms. Judith Beiler
Ms. Amette Bergum
Ms. Pasy Bichanich
Ms. Debra Biggins
Ms. Kay Blandin
Ms. Carol Blonien
Mr. John Borowski
Ms. Patricia Bowen
Ms. Trudy Brown
Ms. Constance Brownell
Ms. Karen Brubakken
Ms. Patricia Brys
Dr. Jane Bubik
Mrs. Linda Buck
Ms. Virginia Burdick
Ms. Laura Burke
Ms. Sandra Butschli
Ms. Stari Cabrera
Ms. Connie Caiati
Ms. Roberta Carlson
Ms. Martha Castillo
Ms. Candace Caylor
Ms. Patricia Celek
Ms. Deborah Chamberlain-Schrader
Mr. Paul Charles
Ms. Lynda Chevalier
Ms. Mary Chown
Ms. Maryann Cierzan
Ms. Mary Cieslak-Duchek
Ms. Susan Claussen
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Connor
Mr. Richard Crooke
Mr. and Mrs. Michael R. Cummings
Ms. Lisa Czerwinski
Ms. Julia Darrow
Ms. Carol Davis
Ms. Catherine Day
Ms. Sally De Vriend
Ms. Judith Debbink
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. DeJarlais
Ms. Yolanda Diaz
Ms. Aida C. Dingle-Biel
Ms. Kathleen Doe
Ms. Janet E. Doern
Mr. Rodney Dole
Mrs. Judith L. Doll
Ms. Susan Donovan
Mr. Dale Dornaker
Ms. Sheila Drewel
Mrs. Rose Duchniak
Ms. Colleen B. Dusold
Ms. Nancy Duthie
Ms. Judy Ehlenfeldt
Mrs. Julie Ewert
Ms. Mary Faie
Ms. Sandra Falkowski
Mrs. Sharon Falque
Ms. Jill Farina
Mrs. Judith L. Fellows
Ms. Frances Fera
Mr. Robert L. Fields
Ms. Cynthia Finger
Ms. Julie Fox
Mr. Stephen Francaviglia
Mrs. Cheryl Franz
Mrs. Barbara Garnier
Mr. Jeffrey Gavitt
Ms. Cari Giles
Mr. David Glowacki
Ms. Holly Gore
Mrs. Kathleen Goudie
Ms. Jill Gover
Mr. Jeffrey Graham
Ms. Judi Galatz
Ms. Kathleen Griehlenow
Ms. Jackie L. Grigg
Ms. Kathleen Groth
Mrs. Heidi Grow
Mr. William Haase
Ms. Audrey Hafeman
Ms. Susan Hafemann
Mrs. Denise Hagen
Ms. Sally Hahn
Ms. Susan Hajducki
Mrs. Kathleen Halkin
Ms. Karen Hamm
Mrs. Barbara Hannes
Mrs. Debra Hansen
Ms. Margaret Hanson
Mrs. Lois H. Harrison
Mr. Steven Heder
Ms. Stephanie Heidemann
Mrs. Joan Heimler
Ms. Mary Jo Hintz
Ms. Mary Hinz
Ms. Mary Beth Holloway
Mr. Brad Holmes
Mrs. Lorraine Holtz
Ms. Mary Hook
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Horack
Mr. Mark Huber
Ms. Jean Jacobs
Ms. Tracie A. Jacobs
Ms. Genie L. Janesko
Ms. Deborah Janke
Mr. Lee Jeske
Mrs. Trudy L. Joecks
Ms. Lynn Johnson
Mrs. Jane Jones
Ms. Jill Jones
Ms. Michelle Jones
Mrs. Pauline Judy
Mrs. Laurie Kaebisch
Ms. Mary Kolhofer
Mrs. Cynthia Kennedy
Ms. Rosalee Kesser
Mrs. Cathleen C. Kinnick
Ms. Sandra Klafter
Ms. Pauline Klinkosh
Ms. Katherine Kloecker
Ms. Janice Klosowski
Ms. Lori Knight
Ms. Cathy Kobylinek
Ms. Audrey A. Kontowicz
Ms. Amy Kopp
Ms. Christine Kretzschmer
Ms. Judith A. Krieger
Ms. Donna Kuhns
Mr. William J. Laffey
Ms. Catherine Lake
Ms. Patricia Landengott
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Langers
Mr. Roland Lapid
Mrs. Jane Lavann
Mrs. Linda Leach
Chaplain and Mrs. Eugene Leffingwell
Ms. Terry L. Leonhardt
Mrs. Lisa A. Leszczynski
Ms. Mary J. Libby
Ms. Marie Liebrecht
Ms. Clara Link
Ms. Barbara Linton
Ms. Rebecca Long
Ms. Susan Lorenz
Ms. Angela Lotz
Mr. William Love
Ms. Kathleen Ludigton
Mrs. Susan Luedtke
Ms. Linda Lundin
Ms. Pamela Lyon
Ms. Nancy Majewski
Ms. Cynthia Marisee
Ms. Joan Maro
Mrs. Donna Marszalkowski
Ms. Ann Matz
Ms. Mary McCormick
Ms. Barbara McInnish
Ms. Paula McKeen
Ms. Linda L. McKinney
Ms. Louella Meinert
Ms. Julie Meloy
Ms. Bernadette Merten
Ms. Jadwiga Michul
Ms. Mary Milan
Ms. Doris Miles
Ms. Penny Miller
Ms. Pamela Minzloff
Mrs. Suzanne Miranda
Ms. Geraldine Mitchell
James and Diane Moraza
Ms. Carol Nelson
Mrs. Kathleen Neseth
Mr. Marvin Nesset
Ms. Nancy Newberg
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Mr. Thomas Newkirk
Ms. Diane O’Donnell
Ms. Adela Obradovich
Mr. Steve Ohly
Mr. Robert J. Ottoson
Mr. Bruce Parker
Ms. Peggy Parker
Mrs. Jane Parthum
Ms. Darlene Parworth
Mrs. Margaret Pazucha
Ms. Sandra Pelczynski
Ms. Jeannine Perushek
Ms. Susan P. Pitcher
Mrs. Patricia Posselt
Mr. Brian Rademacher
Mr. Rade Radich
Ms. Judith Radish
Mrs. Diane M. Radke
Mr. George Ramponi
Mrs. Diane Ramski
Ms. Joanne Reich
Mr. Thomas Reilly
David and Neva Reimer
Ms. Marlea Renk
Ms. Alice Rick
Mr. John Riegler
Ms. Judith Ring
Ms. Paulette Risley
Ms. Shelley R. Robles
Ms. Joy M. Rodriguez
Ms. Elizabeth Roll
Ms. Shelly L. Rosenstock
Ms. Carol Rosmait
Ms. Teresa Rouse
Ms. Kathleen Rutkowski
Ms. Donna Rygieł
Mrs. Debra Sadowski
Mrs. Shashi Saxena
Mrs. Patricia Scheckel
Ms. Susan Schinkowtch
Ms. Angela Schlemm
Mrs. Karen Schmeling
Mrs. Laverne A. Schmidt
Ms. Lynn Schubert
Mrs. Terri Schuck
Ms. Debra Schuette
Mrs. Jean Schultz
Ms. Joan Schultz
Mr. Martin Schutte
Ms. Esther Schwabe
Ms. Pamela Schweiger
Mr. Scott Semrau
Ms. Patricia Shapiro
Ms. Natalie Singer
Ms. Wendy Jo Skare
Mrs. Shirley A. Skowronski
Ms. Sylver Slusar
Mr. Michael Smith
Ms. Alicia Smokowicz
Mr. Mark Sorenson
Mr. Timothy Spears
Ms. Cindy Spitzka
Ms. Judith Stachowiak
Mr. Edmund Staroselec
Ms. Jacqueline Starosta
Mr. Allen Stasiewski
Mrs. Susan Stasiewski
Ms. Jean Steckelberg
Ms. Jill Sternberg
Ms. Christine Stevens
Ms. Leslie A. Stich
Mrs. Jan Stockstell
Ms. Mia Stone
Ms. Mary Streff
Mrs. Glenda Sundberg
Mr. Kenneth M. Swoboda
Ms. Donna Theesfeld
Mr. Gary Thoenes
Ms. Lisa Thomka
Ms. Mary Tobolski
Mrs. Carol Toutant
Ms. Becky Triplett
Ms. Christine Truskowski
Dr. Bryan J. Tucker
Ms. Mary Turck
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Turcotte
Mrs. Sally Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Jacquelyn Tuszkiewicz
Ms. Ann Margaret Tylenko
Mrs. Rita P. Udovich
Ms. Rosemary Vallee
Ms. Beth Van Enkenvoort
Mr. Patrick Vandenberg
Ms. Dianna Vildberg
Mrs. Ann Wade
Mrs. Jennifer Wade
Ms. Johanna Walker
Ms. Lorelle K. Walsh
Mrs. Jo Ann C. Walton
Ms. Charlotte Ware
Mrs. Marija Weidman
Mrs. Debra M. Wencka
Ms. Doreen Wheaton
Ms. Christine White
Ms. Sharon K. White
Ms. Flora Williams
Ms. Marcia Williams
Mrs. Joan E. Wilson
Ms. Bonnie Wolfgram
Ms. Susan Wood
Ms. Joan Woods
Mr. and Mrs. William James Woods
Ms. Linda Worthington
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry N. Wucinski
Ms. Lynn Wyman
Ms. Beverly Yahnke
Ms. Pamela Yust
Ms. Sharon Zach
Mrs. Bernadette Zacher
Mrs. Judith A. Zager
Ms. Beth Zallar
Ms. Karen Zeier
Ms. Sandra Zemke
Mrs. Patty Zganjar
Mr. Steven Zielinski
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Zoulek

Ruth Lang and Robert Lang

Gifts received from January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002
The Tribute Fund

Gifts received January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002
Gifts received after September 30, 2002 will be recognized in the next issue of The Spirit.

Designating St. Luke’s as the recipient of memorial gifts is a very special way to remember a loved one or to express your appreciation for a loved one’s care. To let friends and relatives know of your wishes, may we suggest the following wording:

The family would appreciate memorials to St. Luke’s Medical Center,
c/o The Tribute Fund, P.O. Box 370196, Milwaukee, WI 53237-1296.

If you would like to receive a St. Luke’s Tribute Fund booklet, a convenient and meaningful way to honor or remember family members and friends, please call The Tribute Fund office at 414-747-4326.

In Honor Of

50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Baudo
DR. AND MRS. STEVEN P. ANDERSON
Mr. Mark Ambrosius
ARVIND AHUJA, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Odill
EEMA E. AITTAMA
Mr. Ernest H. Niederer
TOM BANASZAK
Ms. Carol Popelka
MRS. RUTH M. BENDUHN
80TH BIRTHDAY
MARY V. BISCOE
Mr. Harold R. Biscoe
MRS. BETTY BITTNER
70TH BIRTHDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Raymon T. Ariens
Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Filek
Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Gilpin
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. Lehtinen
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Lutomski
Ms. Lisa Streich
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wolf
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD BLACKSTON
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. James Parnau
MRS. SMITA BOSE
HAPPY MOTHERS DAY
Mr. Ajoy Kumer Bose
DAVID R. BOWMAN, M.D.
Ms. Vivian Baumann
JAMES E. BRUCKMAN, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Grow

DEBBIE BVOGUSZEWSKI
CANCER SURVIVOR
Ms. Mary Olszewski
CANCER PATIENTS
Ms. Janis Jacobs
BARB CLINKENBEARD
Ms. Joan Von Sternberg
ELVA SWARTZ CROWLEY
Ms. Dora Ariens
SUSAN DARMSTDATER, M.D.
FOR HER OUTSTANDING CARE AND CONCERN
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Vignieri
DAUGHTER’S WEDDING
Mrs. Lucretia LoCoco
STEPHEN T. DENKER, M.D. AND STAFF
FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING CARE AND CONCERN
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian J. Fitzhonts
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Vignieri
STUART W. FINE, M.D. AND STAFF
Mr. and Mrs. LaVern M. Griep
ROBERT J. FLEMMMA
Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Suycott
JOAN FOSTER
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Mce
JOSEPH E. GEENEN, M.D ASSOCIATES AND STAFF
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron S. Wolf
RCDNEY GERMAIN
Mr. Ralph Germain
DAISEY GRADY
Ms. Carol Popelka
MR. AND MRS. DONALD HAHLBECK
51ST WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mrs. Ruth Benduhn
JAMES HERMANN
BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT
Mrs. Nancy Hermann
EUGENE AND CAROL HERTZ
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Hertz
THELMA HOROWITZ
CANCER SURVIVOR
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ziperstein
RON JOHNSON
Mr. Harold D. Robertson
JOHN KAMPF
CANCER SURVIVOR
Mr. and Mrs. John Kampf
MRS. MARGIE KIECKHAFER SUCCESSFUL EYE SURGERY
Mrs. Erna L. Ziegelmann
SARAH KLUMB
56 YEARS OF MARRIAGE
Mr. William Klumb
MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR KRAITZ
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mrs. Erna Ziegelmann
SALLY KUHLMAN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Troy McReynolds
CHARLES KUNDE WISHES FOR A SPEEDY RECOVERY AND NEW LIFE WITH A NEW HEALTHY HEART
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Peltz
MR. AND MRS. DENNIS LANGBECKER WEDDING
Mrs. Erna L. Ziegelmann
LOWELL LEMMERHIRT
Randall School Employees
ANGIE LONGO
CANCER SURVIVOR
Mr. George P. Longo
PAUL AND FAY MARTIN WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mrs. Erna L. Ziegelmann
FRED MEIER FATHER’S DAY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Christensen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schilz
Mr. and Mrs. Steven K. Zimmermann
MARK A, MEIER, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Odill
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD MILLER
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Ms. Marcia Newburg
MAHMOOD MIRHOSEINI, M.D. SUCCESSFUL HEART SURGERY
Mr. George DeBellis
PETER AND DONA MOURADIAN
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Schmidt
JANELL MURPHY CANCER RECOVERY
Ms. Ruth Hunch
OUR CHILDREN
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Kontowicz
OUR FAMILY
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Prise
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LE ROY STEFFENS
SUCCESSFUL OPEN
HEART SURGERY
Mrs. Caroline C. Steffens

SOL ACKERMANN
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Einhorn

DONALD E. ADAMS
Mrs. Jane E. Adams

SAM ALLEN
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Aghjian
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Armeli
Mr. and Mrs. James Bellore
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Bender
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Brehm
Mr. Vernon Burnidge
Mr. David S. Campbell
Ms. Josephine Dockery
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Falbo
Fiesta Events Inc.
Mr. Thomas D. Fridena, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Gaugham
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Gilmeister, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Gilsinger
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Godshaw
Ms. Colleen Golomski
Mr. and Mrs. Irv Hansen
Mr. and Mrs. David Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Hicks
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald L. Ignace
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Kampwirth
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Kay
Ms. Martha Kemp
Ms. Catherine P. Kieffer
Mr. Robert Krug
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kuntzsch
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lambert
Ms. Debra Jost Larsen
Mr. Elmer J. Lawer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Liotta
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Luckenbill
Marshall & Isley Bank
Mr. John J. Murphy
Meyers, Taber & Meyers, P.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nartonis
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nemoir
Ms. Carol A. Niles
Mr. William L. Owens
Postlethwaite & Netterville, A?AC
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Reuben
Mr. Richard J. Reuter
Mr. John L. Savorias
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Seaman
Mr. and Mrs. Brian S. Sims
Mr. and Mrs. Bill T. Skoney
Ms. Loris L. Visvader
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Waltersdorf
Mr. Thomas Zuleger
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Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Block
Ms. Diane Boucher
Ms. Marilyn Bresnahan
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bruce
Ms. Florence Burns
Ms. Susan J. Butkowski
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Chambers
Mr. and Mrs. Jay H. Christensen
Mr. Tom Dallman
Mr. and Mrs. Lev DeBack
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dietzler
Ms. Josephine Dodd
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fedor
Mrs. Judith L. Fellows
Ms. Mary E. Gaskell
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dix
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Farr
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Giese
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Zienert

JOHN J. BARTH
Mrs. Judith A. Barth
SUE BARWICK
Mrs. Mary L. Burac
KATHLEEN M. BATES
Allstate Trucking, Inc.
Family and Friends
Mr. Norman J. Kaye
Ms. Geraldine C. Keegan
BRENT LOWELL BATTLE
Ms. Ann Battle
HAZEL KAY BECK
Mr. Johann Beck
ERVIN L. “ROY” BECKER
Ms. Lanita Beck and Mr. Marv Welke
Mr. and Mrs. Wayman Borchardt
Mr. Dick Born
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Caya
Mr. and Mrs. Dominic J. Cicero
Mr. and Mrs. Brian H. Falvey and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Lane
Mr. Donald J. Lindner
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Madonia and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Patti
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Patti
Randall School Staff
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Redlich and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Walder
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Walder
WE Energies
Friends and co-workers
Jill Allen
Ann Brehe
John Dahmer
Joanne Dennis
Dan Feldt
Susie Fleischfresser
Jill Gehweiler
Tom Golding
Geri Hansen
Laurie Kubec-Krause
Diane Lindner
Karl Nenning
Mary Nugent
Tom Paulsen
Laurie Piette
Cindy Schafer
Mary Sipiorski
Pat Wilcox
Sandy Zastrow
LEON N. BEER
Mrs. Franca G. Beer
FLOSSIE M. BEHRENS
Mr. Albion O. Behrens
THOMAS F. BELLO
Virginia A. Bello
NANETTE BERLIN
Mr. Al Berlin
ELMER BERTRAM
Virginia Bertram
JOSEPH J. BIBIS
HAZEL KAY BECK
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Gass
BERNICE BIEVER
Ms. Lisa Streich
SUZANNE BLOCK
Mr. William L. Block
MARCY BOBER
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bevel
ROBERT BOEHM
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Machulak
CHARLES F. BORKENHAGEN
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Schuppner
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Springman
Dr. and Mrs. Alan B. Fidler
ROBERT BORKOWSKI
Ms. Jane F. Lavann
BRENDA ANNA BOROWSKI
Ellen L. Ziaja, M.D.
ELAINE J. BRADLEY
Mr. Ronald Lucas
GEORGE A. BRANDENBURG
Mrs. Maxine L. Brandenburg
Mr. and Mrs. George Loughry
JOHN BRANDT
Waukesha North High School
DONALD BRAUER
Mrs. Loretta Brauer
CELESTINE D. BRICE
Mr. Harold Brice
ANDREW M. BRIGHT
Ms. Shirley Bargander and
Mr. Allen Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Barkley
Mr. and Mrs. Leo M. Baur
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Blair
Ms. Ruth L. Brakel
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Bright
Ms. Virginia Bright
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dix
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Farr
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Giese
Mrs. A P Haemmerle
Rev. and Mrs. Duane Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. Al Hauber
Mr. Arvid Haugen
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Huseby
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Huseby
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Jackson
Ms. Ethel Janke
Ms. Jessica Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Kasen
Mr. Michael W. King
Mr. and Mrs. John Ivan Laan
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Leitzke
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Leitzke
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Leitzke
Madison DNR Forestry Office
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Marquardt
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Marsceau
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry W. Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martorano
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mathisen
Mr. and Mrs. John Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. John Mulvich
Ms. Kathryn Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Olson
Ms. Lois A. Osero
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Outhouse
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pelletier
Mr. and Mrs. Darol Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. John Pingel
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Plant
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Pritzl
Professional Tax Service
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Radloff
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ristow
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Rucinski
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Schield
Ms. Alice Shapton
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Spink
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson
Ms. Elaine Velowh
Mr. and Mrs. John Velowh
Wausau DNR Office
Ms. Vivian F. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Yach
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Zastrow
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Zienert
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VIVAN BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Katz
Mr. Edwin Shaw
WILLARD E. BROWN
Mrs. Alice M. Brown
BARBARA E. BRUNSch
Mr. Harvey W. Brunsch
LORRAINE BRUSS
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Weingart
MARY A. BUCHMANN
W.O. Distributing Co., Inc.
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigrano
SANDY BUETTNER
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Pipia
ROBERT F. BURKE
Mrs. Jean B. Burke
JUNE CALENBERG
Staff of Cudahy Health Department
DANIEL CAMERON
Mr. and Mrs. David Meyer
JIM CARLTON
W.O. Distributing Co., Inc.
Aldo, Tom, and Gina Madrigrano
WILLARD CHARLES
Communi Care Express Staff
RAYMOND CHERUBINI
Mr. and Mrs. Mark T. Greene
PAUL S. CHOVAhEC
Mrs. Emma G. Chovanec
RONALD CHRISTENSEN
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Christensen
PHILLIP CICERELLI
Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine P. Peterson
KENNETH J. COLLIS
Mrs. Betty Collis
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Collis
Mr. and Mrs. Kim Collis and Sara
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Reed, Brett and Shawn
GEORGE CONROY
Ms. Regina C. Conroy
MARGARET CONTOIS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sharpe
EVELYN COOK
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin A. Stolz
HENRY COOK
Mrs. Delores Cook
RANDALL COOLEY
Mr. Mark Ambrosius
ISABELLE CORBETT
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Klug
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mrzoez
Ms. Carol D. Schiller
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Taughner
FRED G. COSTANZO, SR.
Mrs. Josephine Costanzo
GAVIN THOMAS CULLEN
Mrs. Jane Cullen
LINDA CUNNINGHAM
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Jambretz
VIRGINIA CZARNECKI
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Miller
ANTHONY D'ALESSANDRO
Mr. and Mrs. William Bagguley
JOSEPH D'AMATO
Ms. Therese Roberge
THURMÔN DAVIS DANSBY,
JR.
Mr. And Mrs. Steve Van Lishout
SANDRA K. DAVIES
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Wooden
BERNICE M. DEANOvICH
Mr. Pau Deanovich
BARBARA E. DEBELLIS
Mr. George DeBellis
MICHAEL DELAGADO
St. Luke’s Medical Center
ALBERT DE LAZER
Mrs. Mary Anne De Lазzer
LOIS DELLIAS
Mrs. Patricia A. Rankin Koch
WAYNE DENNING
Staff of Personal Trust at M&I Trust Company
LILLIAN DENTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dentic
LUCILE A. DEPPE
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford A. Weingart
MARc DEPRIEST
Mr. and Mrs. David Meyer
ANGELINE DE VITA
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Wozniak
CHRISTINE DE WITTE
Ms. Patti D. Flynn
CRAIG S. DEYOUNG
Bushman & Associates, PLC
Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell
Familair: Northwest Inc.
Jack Cushman Drilling & Pump Co., Inc.
Ms. Cynthia A. Kaiser
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kelly
Ruen Drilling, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. George Staley
THOMAS J. DONOVAN
Cesarz, Nassif & Associates, S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Cohn
Lawrence M. Dubin, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Elwell
Family and Friends
Friends at Rexnord Corporation
Great Lakes Radiologists, S.C.
Ms. Cynthia Wichgers Hayes
Ms. Helene D. Johnson
Mr. Luke Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee Meinke
Mr. Anthony J. Mlinar
Radiology Staff
Aurora Sinai Medical Center
Ms. Barbara E. Smole
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Stachowiak
Mr. and Mrs. Dale R. Willms
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry N. Wucinski
RUSSELL Doolittle
Mrs. Lois Doolittle
CHARLES F. DRURY
Mrs. Joan B. Drury
RALPH R. DUNLAP
Ms. Linda Ketchur
TOM DUSOLD
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Burgoyne
Mr. Barry W. Dusold
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Dusold
Mr. and Mrs. Etheridge M. Iverson
FRANKLIN DWORAK
Mrs. Darlene Dworak
ED Dwyer
W.O. Distributing Company
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigrano
JOHN M. Dwyer
Mrs. Dolores Dwyer
RICHARD E. EASTBERG
Mrs. Nancy Eastberg
BENEDICT EBERHARDY
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Sterzinger
CARL J. ECKRICH
Mr. Mark Ambrosius
HARRY EHLERS
Mr. Gunhild M. Knox
WILLIAM ELGAS
Mr. and Mrs. David Meyer
GORDON ENGELHARDT
Ms. Lorraine C. Hetzel
ELIZABETH ERDMANN
Mr. Kenneth A. Erdmann
RICHARD ERhardt
Mr. Walter M. Keippel
ROBERTO W. ESTEVES
Mrs. Rosita C. Estoves
RALPH EVANS
Ms. Harriet T. Knudson
RAYMOND J. FAJKWOSKI
Mrs. Charlotte F. Fajkowski
JOSEPH FATLA
Mr. and Mrs. Don Braunschweig

Time to Spare?

A few times a year, volunteers are needed to help with mailings from the philanthropy office. If you have a few hours to spare and would like to join a congenial group of hospital friends known as the “Stuffer Duffers,” please call Shirley in the Office of Philanthropy at 414-649-7194.
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FATHER
Mr. Arthur W. McClain

FATHER OF PHYLLIS
BRADISH
Mr. and Mrs. Don Casper

CHARLES T. FEHLING
Mrs. Eunice Fehling

JUDITH FENSKÉ
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rick

THOMAS M. FERRI
Mr. Ambrose J. Pfaff

CARL E. FETHEROLF
Mr. Carl Fetherolf

DR. STUART FLACK
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Falvo

ROBERT FLEMINA, M.D.
Ms. Irene B. Messnick

DONNA FLOCK
Ms. Elayne Bruder

CHARLES “CHIC” FOJK
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Recht

RICHARD FRANKOWSKI
Mr. Mark A. Frankowski

DORIS FREDRICKSEN
Ms. Camilla Taylor

OSKAR FRIEDRICH
Ms. Eleanor M. Wirfs

MARIA GABRI
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fellenz

SOLOMON GAD
Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Katz

DOROTHY A. GANNON
Mr. and Mrs. Duane J. Gannon

PETE GASCH
Mrs. Elizabeth Gasch

FRANCIS (HERB) GAVIN
Mrs. Elaine Gavin

GERALD G. GENRICH
Mrs. Carol B. Genrich

RICHARD GHERE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Troudt

GRACE GERMAIN
Mr. Ralph Germain

DONALD K. GETZLAFF
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Boettcher

THERESA GIGANTE
Mr. and Mrs. William Bagguley

DELORES GILBERT
W.G. Distributing Company
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigano

THOMAS GLOWIENKA
Mrs. Frances T. Glowienka

LORAYNE L. GOETZ
Vera, Jerry and James Goetz
Mrs. Marilyn L. Graves and Family

VERNON “BUD” H. GOETZ
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Baka
Ms. Mary Balogh
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Bartell
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Bittner
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony M. Budney
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Budney
Ms. Denise Davis
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Dulski, Jr.
Ms. June A. Dulski
Ms. Mary Jane Erickson
Ms. Mary M. Esser
Mr. and Mrs. Milton C. Esser
Family and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Michael V. Goetz
Ms. Louise P. Goggin
Goodwill Industries
Mr. and Mrs. Lance D. Good
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne E. Johnson
Ms. Marcella Kettner
Kimberly High School
Ms. Barbara M. Klapper
Ms. Val Ann Koski
Mr. and Mrs. Terry R. Maxwell
Milwaukee Board of School Directors
Ms. Claudia Morris
Ms. Cheryl Johnson Moults
Ms. Genelyn O. Ott
Mr. Alton L. Paulson
Ms. Patricia L. Pawelski
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Peterson
Ms. Charlene K. Saari

VIRGINIA GOETZ
Ms. Hiltlegarde W. Honold

LOIS GÖÜRLIE
Ms. Karen Beine

MARGARET AND JOHN
GRAESE, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Graese III

ADELLE GRAHAM
Mr. Henry C. Graham

RICHARD GREB
Mrs. Joan Greb

CESJA GREEN
Mr. Sam Saks

EDMUND F. GROOTEMAAT
Mr. and Mrs. Dale E. Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. William Braun
Ms. Joan M. Bruno
Ms. Jean M. Buss
Mr. and Mrs. Don Casper
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Casper
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Czerwinski
Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Driftmier
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emanuel
Family and Friends
Ms. Gloria Fedenia
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Gault
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gleason
Mrs. Marilyn L. Graves
Ms. Josephine H. Guse
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hafeman
Mr. and Mrs. James Jensen
Ms. Patricia L. Mahn
Ms. Mary Mesich
Mr. and Mrs. Robin L. Owens
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Paszekiewicz
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Rogge
Ms. Mary Schmidt and
Mr. Roger Rees
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Schollaert
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Stock
Ms. Fern M. Stork
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Vohs
Mr. and Mrs. Dean L. Whiting
Ms. Judith A. Wierzb
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Withoff

TINA GROVES
Mr. Alvin A. Groves

JUNE GUTOSKI
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gutoski

JOSEPH GUTSCHENRITTER
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Braunsworth
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred L. Gutschenritter

FREDERICK GYGAX
Ms. Patricia A. Rankin Koch

MELVIN HACKER
Mrs. Patricia Posselt

ARTHUR J. HAECKER
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Albert
Family and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Fricke
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Rivers
Mr. and Mrs. David Rudolf
Ms. Susan K. Steinbach
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Subaysik

SCOTT HAIFINGMAN
Ms. Shirley Haiferman

ANN M. HALDEMMANN
Ms. Marion M. Mikush

DONALD HALDEMMANN
Mr. Del G. Halfmann
Mr. James R. Webb
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Webb

MARY ANN AND JOSEPH
HAMMOUND
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Gagliano

SHIRLEY HANOVER
Ms. Edna E. Prizlaff

GLADYS HANSON
Mr. and Mrs. John Brilla

FRANK AND DOROTHY
HARBACH
Mrs. LaVerne Hammeter

FREDERICK H. HARTER
Mrs. Betty Harder

MARGARET
Mrs. Marilyn L. Graves

THEODORE HAUF
International Paper, Cedarburg
Container Plant
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CHARLES A. HAWKINS
Ms. Marjorie A. Hawkins

HAZEL
Mrs. Erna L. Ziegelman

NEAL HEFFERNAN
Mrs. Dorothy D. Heffernan

LILLIE HEFFNER
Mr. Edward Heffner

WALTER HEINERS
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Karls

BERNICE HORBINSKI
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bruss
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cassidy
Mr. and Mrs. Casper J. Dietz
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Eiring
Mr. Paul Herda
Ms. Deborah L. Huber
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Huber
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Kumershek
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Mathieu
Ms. Kathleen M. O’Connell
Mr. and Mrs. David Olson
Mrs. Diane S. Petfalski
Mr. Richard R. Petfalski
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Shaver
Mr. Jack D. Simpson
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Treadaway
Mr. and Mrs. Florian J. Wind

DONALD R. HINKLE
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Marc Choukroun
Ms. Katherine J. Daniels
Ms. Alberta V. Emery
Ms. Jody C. Fox
Mrs. Esther Landis
Mr. Jeffrey J. Lydon
Paul and Miller, P.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Steck

MERRY HOCHTRITT
Mrs. Sandy Meldman

JUDITH HOLMES
Mr. Gordon Holmes
Mr. James Poplawski

MILLIE HOLMES
Accelerated Fundraising Solutions, Inc.
Mr. Mark Ambrosius
Mrs. Marija Bjegovich-Weidman
Mrs. Judi Fellows
Ms. Mary Beth Holloway
Ms. Mindy Lubar and Mr. Matthew Price
Ms. Judy McGauran and Mr. Mike Parker
Ms. Shelly L. Rosenstock
Mrs. Laverne A. Schmidt
Ms. Joan Schultz
Mr. and Mrs. John Seramur
Mrs. Shirley A. Skowronski
Mrs. Judith A. Zager
Mrs. Patty Zganjar

THOMAS HOPPER
Mr. Edward Heffner

BERNICE HORBINSKI
Mrs. Genevieve Horbinski

INEZ M. HUBBARD
Mr. Gerald F. Hubbard

RALEIGH HUBBARD
Ms. Elizabeth J. Skowronski

BYRON HUEBSCHER, SR.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Schuder

JOHN HUYETT
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest R. Day

PHYLLIS ROSE IREK
Mr. Anthony J. Irek

GLORIA JACOBUS
Suburban 8's Square Dance Club

RICHARD JANDA II
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Janda

RONALD JARECKI
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Babe
Mr. Ron Ciesynski
Mr. Ted Cieszynski
Ms. Katherine J. Daniels
Ms. Alberta V. Emery

JOAN HELLMER
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mandel

GLORIA JACOBUS
Suburban 8's Square Dance Club

HARRY J. HEM rents

JAMES JAYE
Mr. and Mrs. Helene Jaye

SHARON JENSEN
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Bauer

OSCAR “JESS” JESKEWITZ
W.O.W. Distributing Co., Inc.
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigrano

RAYMOND JOCHEM
Mrs. Toby Jochem

BERNICE MARIE JOHNSON
Family and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Mathias Kraker

Ms. Martha Naase

KENNETH JOHNSON
Mr. Carl L. Malmberg

ROBERT L. JOHNSON
Mrs. Dorothy S. Johnson

HELEN JONES
Mr. Richard A. Biskupski

JOSEPH P. JONES
Ms. Maureen C. Jones

PERRY JONES
Mrs. Darleen Farrell

STANLEY W. JONES
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Brown

Family and Friends
Ms. Carol Ann Tiberia

MARGARET M. JORGENSEN
Mr. and Mrs. Syl Trawicki

MERRILL HOLMES
Accelerated Fundraising Solutions, Inc.

RICHARD JANDA II
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Janda

RONALD JARECKI
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Babe
Mr. Ron Ciesynski
Mr. Ted Cieszynski

“JO” KARNER
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Jones

IVAN KASTE
Ms. Patricia D. Flynn

DONALD R. KATTNER
Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Peterson

SIDNEY KATZOFF
Mr. Mark Ambrosius

VIVIAN KAWATZKY
Ms. Mary C. Kawatzky

BARBARA KAZUBOWSKI
Ms. Lori Schwingshakl

RODNEY KEENAN
Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Jones

KATHLEEN KILLEEN
W.O.W. Distributing Company, Inc.

JERRY KING
Mr. and Mrs. John Bialozynski

HARRY A. KIRCHER
Mr. and Mrs. John Duffey
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ALBERT KLEBE, JR.
W.O.W. Distributing
Company, Inc.
Aldo, Tom, Gina Madrigano

JOHN F. KLEMENT
American Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Eigen
Henke & Associates, Inc.
John Maletz, Architect
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald R. Ruecht
National Appraisal Corp.

QPS Staffing Services, Inc
Sheboygan Paper Box Company
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Smith
Usinger Family
Vilter International Packaging, Inc.

RUTH KLELOWITZ
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Patzke

PAULINE KLIER
Ms. Mary Kay Rossmeier

ELAINE M. KLING
Mr. David R. Kling

HELEN KLINKBEIL
Mr. Edward Heffner

MICHAEL KLISER
Ms. Elaine M. Beronja
Mr. and Mrs. Kurtis A. Beronja

Mr. Mylan N. Beronja
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bjorum
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Braun
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Buechler
Climatic Control Company, Inc.

Ms. Frieda Czerwinski
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Grochowski
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jobin
Ms. Carolyn Kisurich
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Merkle
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Merkle
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miesfeld, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mruk
Mr. and Mrs. David Rhynier
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Shibilske
Mr. and Mrs. Roy W. Voelker

AMELIA KMET
Family and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Nolan

BARB KNAPMILLER
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Arcara

GERALDINE KNETSCH
Mr. and Mrs. William Haase
Mrs. Toni Wolf

HAROLD L. KNICELY
Dr. and Mrs. John Alles
Family and Friends
Ms. Sandra S. La Fave

EARL L. "LES" KNIGHT
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Boettcher

ROBERT T. KNITTER
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Egner
Kitzinger Cooperage Corporation
St. Francis Fire Department
Mr. and Mrs. Peter N. Trost

KENNETH KOEFLER
Ms. Theresa Hawkins

ANTON KOHLMANN
GLI International
WestMark Sales, Inc.

JON KOLBERG
Mrs. Betty Kolberg

HELEN LUND KOMBOL
Ms. Marguerite Otto

BEVERLY KORB
Mrs. Margaret Kannapinn

GERALD E. KOSHAREK
Mr. Demetra Alexopoulos
Mrs. Shirley Hintz
Ms. Eleanor Kosharek
Mr. Edward T. Weber

WALTER T. KOZIOL, JR.
Mrs. Carol Koziol-Bialik

JEANETTE C. KRAJEWSKI
James Dunningan
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Helm
Johnson Bank

Mr. and Mrs. James Kozinski
Ms. Dorothy J. Marczewski

ELWOOD KREGER
Mrs. Edith M. Kregier

LEO G. KRENZ
Mrs. Mary Lou Krenz

JENNIFER KRESSATY
Ms. Susan Lynn Grieshober
Mrs. Marguerite Marchitelli & Family

RICHARD KRIER
Mrs. Shirley Krier

ELMER KRISCH
Ms. Mary Ann Jurkowski

TILLIE KRUERER
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schick

ALICE KRUSZKA
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Wendlick

JACK KUBENY
Mr. Thomas J. Arcuri and Family

ROSEMARY KUCKKAN
Mr. Harold Kückkan

KITY KUEHL
Mr. Thomas Kuehl

Mr. and Mrs. Brett Matschke
Mr. Kyle Matschke
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Matschke
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Rakow
Ms. Susan Rakow
Mr. and Mrs. John Totty

TIMOTHY J. KUEHL
Mr. Paul F. Kuehl

BERNICE KUHN
Mr. Joe Szczesch

GARY D. KUHLMAN
57TH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. Sally Kuhlmann
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Repp

GARY D. KUHLMAN
Mrs Sally Kuhlman
Mr. and Mrs. Troy McReynolds
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Mora
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Repp

HUGO F. KUHN
Mrs. Anne L. Kuhn

EVELYN KURTZ
Mr. Arthur Kurtz

Mr. and Mrs. LAWRENCE J. LAMARRE
Mrs. Eugene W. Leicht

JUDITH ANN LAMB
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Jordan and Family

GENEVIEVE LA PINSKE
Mr. Clarence J. La Pinske

JACK LARSON
Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. Allen
Mr. Mark Ambrosius
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Angeli
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Berth

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brue
Mr. Jack Deppisch
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dittmar
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dunn
Mr. Sherm Dunston
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ellenbecker
Mrs. Judi Fellows
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fleming
Mr. Wayne Franke
Mr. Jonathan V. Goodman
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Gunzel
The Great Frame Up, Menomonee Falls
Mr. and Mrs. James Hazzard
Mr. Charles L. Hillyer, Sr.
Mr. Brad Holmes
Mr. James Kalland
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Karnes
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirsch
Mrs. Dorothy Koepsel
Mr. Paul Kojis
Mr. Donald Kraemer
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Menzl
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Moreau
Mr. Gerald Mueller
North Hills Country Club
Mr. Thomas Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pantazon
Mr. Jim Phillips
Mr. Harry Polaski
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Remy
Lee and Pat Renis
George and Joyce Repko
Mr. Fred Rieske
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rodek
Dr. and Mrs. Henry F. Roepke
Dr. James Schellbe
Mrs. Lynn Sileno
Mr. and Mrs. John Smeaton
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Solveson
Mr. William Specht
Mr. and Mrs. James Stern
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Suycott
The Svenson Family
Mr. Henry Teuteberg
Tom and Dorothy Thomson
Ticket King, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Tomich
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Viiline and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Art Vlasic
Mr. Chanc Vogel
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Voss
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wagner  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wasko  
W.O.W. Distributing Co., Inc.  
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigano  
Ms. Sondra Young  

DARLENE A. LASSA  
Mr. David A. Lassa  

GILBERT, WILLIAM AND CRAIG LAVANN  
Mrs. Jane Lavann  

BARBARA LEDERER  
Ms. Sharon Schipp  

RUSSELL E. LEGRAND  
Mrs. Elsie Legrand  

ELIZABETH A. LEON  
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson  
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Angiolo  
Ms. Elizabeth K. Hagemann  
Ms. Barbara Kaluzny  
Ms. Charlotte Kovac  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Peterson  
Ms. Doris Raffaele  
Ms. Mary H. Stahl-Katte  
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Stipetich  
Ms. Barbara Wegner  
Ms. Eileen J. Zuber  

DR. JULES LEVIN  
Dr. and Mrs. William Mateicka  

GORDON LEWIS  
Mrs. Martha Lewis  

RITA LINK  
Mr. Chester C. Link  

VINCENT J. LOOCO  
Mrs. Lucretia LoCoco  

JOHN E. LOHMANN  
Mr. Larry Barbera  

LESTER AND DOROTHY LORENZ  
Mrs. Joyce A. Gass  

ELENORA LOVRICH  
Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. Klein  
Mr. Emil P. Lovrich  

WILLIAM LUND  
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Wolter  

ELIZABETH LUNDGREEN  
Ms. Diane Blinka  

JEANETTE LYCHWICK  
Mr. Dominic B. Lychwick  

GERALD MACIOLEK  
Mrs. Agnes Maciolek  

CHARLES B. MACPHERSON  
Mrs. Gladys Macpherson  

GEORGE MADER  
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Goelz  

GERTRUDE AND CLAYTON MADISON  
Ms. Marilyn Snakenberg  

EDWARD MAJCHER  
Ms. Dolores Majcher  

WALTER S. MAJCHER  
Mrs. Eleanor Majcher  

DANNY MAJIEWSKI  
Ms. Aileen Williams  

JOHN MALLINOWSKI  
United Guaranty Corporation  

RONALD P. MANN  
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Duffey  

PHIL MANNING  
Ms. Lorraine Dubanewicz  

JEFFREY MANSON  
Mr. David A. Hoffmann  

TARA MANYO  
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gall  

MR. MARGOLIS  
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Ross  

EUGENE MARKOWSKI  
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hirsch  

MARTHA MARTEN  
Mr. Frederick P. Marten  

HUGH MARON  
Mr. and Mrs. Craig S. Telke  

LARRY G. MARTIN  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel B. Butkus  

ROSE MARIE MARTINO  
Air Cargo Carriers, Inc.  

RICHARD MARTINS  
Ms. Florence Martins  

HUGH MASON  
Mr. and Mrs. Don Zerfas  

DONALD MATHES  
Ms. Lillian M. Mathes  

W. FERNE MATZ  
Ms. Sue Roberts  

FRANK J. MAYER  
Mrs. A. G. Mayer  

ESTHER MAYS  
Mrs. Margaret H. Wells  

JOSEPHINE J. MAYS  
Mr. Leonard C. Winters  

THERESE MC CAUGHIN  
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Gardner, Jr.  

VERNELL MC KENDRY  
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Fulayter  

MAURICE J. MC KENNA  
APWU Milwaukee Area Local  
Family and Friends  
Ms. Kathleen M. Hammer  
Impliment Workers of America  
(UAW) Local 75 U.A.W  
Mr. Steve Kindall  
Ms. Marian E. Knorr  

FRANK MC NICOL  
Mrs. Mary Ann Mc Nicol  

RONALD MILLTN  
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Altwies  

SHIRLEY MILLS  
Ms. Mary Cameron  
Dr. and Mrs. Scott E. Cameron  
Mr. and Mrs. Emery J. Cardenas, Sr.  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Cardenas  

City of Milwaukee  

Gifts received from January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002  
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Cvikota
Mr. Milan Damjanovich
Ms. Anne F. Ehrmann
Ms. Rosa Ennis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Gancarz
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Gancarz
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis J. Geraghty
Mr. Leonard Gozdziowski, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Hansen
Harken Company
Ms. Emily Hengel
Ms. Nancy Hernandez
Mr. and Mrs. Gunter Hiergeist
Mr. Brad Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Holton
Ms. Debra S. Kent
Mr. Paul Kiedrowski
Ms. Kristine L. Klatt
M. and Mrs. Raymond J. Klink
M. and Mrs. Bernard J. Knapp
Ms. Mary Ellen Kohn
M. and Mrs. Robert J. Krenzke
Ms. Chris M. Kurth
M. and Mrs. Dale E. Lachacz
Ms. Molly Lange
M. Dennis Librizzi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martinez
Ms. Maxine M. Martinez
Mr. and Mrs. Mike McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Mening
M. and Mrs. Robert Mertz,
John and Jenna
Milwaukee Police Association
Milwaukee Professional Fire Fighters Association
Ms. Isabel Monreal
Ms. Lupe Monreal
M. and Mrs. Mark D. Mrzek
New Berlin Professional Police Association
M. and Mrs. James D. Nolte
Ms. Patricia R. Oertel
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Oesterreich
Ms. Josephine Patla
M. and Mrs. Roger P. Paulsen
Mr. and Mrs. John Pena, Jr.
M. and Mrs. Ronald R. Perez
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Prohl
M. and Mrs. Robert H. Raab
M. and Mrs. Roger Roberg
M. and Mrs. Robert Schaefer
Schmidt/Kil Bac
M. and Mrs. Robert Scrima
Ms. Pamela Sierczulski

Mr. and Mrs. James L. Suchocki
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Tewes
Ms. Kathleen Toth
Ms. Wanda Toth
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vella
Ms. Shirley Webber
Mr. Carl P. Wegner
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Welch
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Welstein
Ms. Theresa Williamson
Mr. James N. Witkowski
Mr. and Mrs. Steven J. Wotolicshek
Ms. Mary E. Wolski

GWENDOLYN MONTGOMERY
Mrs. Jane Adams

MARcia MORATZ’S MOTHER
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trowdt

CHARLOTTE MORRIS
Ms. Betty Loomis

Dorothea M. Mueller
Dr. and Mrs. Donald J. Cirzan
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Mateicka
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy G. Wells

EDgar G. Mueller
Ms. Kay M. Peterson

Joan M. Mueller
Mr. George P. Mueller

Allen Munidigler
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Luchini

DIANA MUNGER
Ms. Lucille Schendel

John Murphy
W.O.W. Distributing Co., Inc.
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madigrano

My Mother
Mr. Maylin T. Zisk

John R. “Jack” Nault
Ms. Donna Heden
Ms. Mary Nault

Raymond A. Nelson
Mrs. Carol F. Houston

John Nible
Mr. Arthur Campbell
Mr. Eric Cohen
Ms. Shawna Dart
Ms. Annmarie Oswald
Ms. Julie Tessier
The Wooden Goose Cafe

Waltraut Nickl
Ms. Nancy Eastberg

Tom Niesen
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Niesen

Anthony B. Niggemann
Mrs. Kathryn K. Niggemann

Clifford Nimz
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klinger

Raymond and Doris Norquist
Mr. Alfred Norquist

Ronald J. Novak
Mr. Timothy S. Elder
Ms. Audrey and Wendy Kontowicz
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Leist
Mrs. Nancy Novak
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Stolz
Wisconsin Department of Transportation District 2
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Zealy

Earl J. Nowak
Mrs. Sandra Sobon

Jane A. Oelschlager
Mr. Kenneth Oelschlager

Len Orlowski
Suburban 8’s Square Dance Club

Eugene S. Ostremga
Mrs. Lois Ostremga

Mary Ostrowski
Mr. Joseph Ostrowski

Richard J. Pagen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Gump

Margaret Elainé Paget
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Ahlers
Mr. and Mrs. Art Analla
Ms. Virginia M. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Balistreri
Mr. Marty Bass
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bley
Mr. Joseph Buelow
Mr. Marty Burns
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Bush
Ms. Mary Kay Calk
Ms. Beverly Casadonte
Mr. and Mrs. Gary E. Chapman
Ms. Marge Charnish
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Chase
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Clemens
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Dahlke
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Eberle
Family and Friends
Ms. Ruth Fields

Fox River Valley Funeral Directors

Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Ganzer
Gerloff Family
Ms. Carol D. Glisch
Ms. Pearl L. Graef
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Gubbins
Haase, Derrick, Lockwood Funeral Homes, Inc.
Ms. Helen Hansen
Mr. John Houck
Mr. and Mrs. Doug J. Hubert
Mr. Jay Hyclush and Mr. Jeff Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Jabloowski
Mr. Michael G. Jaeger
Mr. R. Pat Jankiewicz
Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Karlovich
Ms. Lori Keck
Ms. Judy A. Kinzel
Kleczka Family
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Kopp
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Komar
Mr. and Mrs. Claude J. Krawczyk
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Krueger
Ms. Virginia E. Kwicinski
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Lahann
Lakeshore Funeral Directors Association
Ms. Cathy Lang
Mr. John Lauber
Mr. Merlyn D. Lea
Mr. and Mrs. John Martinez
Mr. and Mrs. John Millar
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moon
Muehl - Roether, Inc.
Ms. Nanette M. Neu
Ms. Mary Neumann
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Niewoehner
Northwest Funeral Chapel, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Orzewalla
Mr. Thomas R. Osowski
Mr. Derwin Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Peterschack
Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Prepp
Ms. Jayme Radonski
Mr. and Mrs. Danne L. Reagles
Mr. D. Preston Rizor
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Rocke
Ms. Lisa Roeslign
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Romas
Ms. Shari Ruminski
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Rusch
Ryan Funeral Home
Ms. Janice N. Sautelle
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schwarzrock  
Mr. Nicolas J. Shand  
Mr. Donald S. Siegel  
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Sirivina  
Southwest WI Funeral Directors Association  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Strelka  
Ms. Hilde Thomsen  
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis J. Tischner  
Ms. Marilyn Traver  
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Vogelmann  
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Vogelmann  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Walczak  
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Wall  
Mr. Paul B. Wall  
Ms. Ann Walsh  
Western Wisconsin Funeral Directors Association  
Mr. Brian Wichman  
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Wintheiser  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wintheiser  
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Young  
Mr. Joe Young  
Ms. Judy Young  
Yuhas Graphics LLC  
GAIL PALUKA  
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Kressaty  
ROBERT J. PANASUK  
Ms. JoAnne Panasuk  
RAYMOND L. PANZER  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Panzer  
CONSTANTINE PAPPAS  
Ms. Mary Pappas  
HARRIETT PAREZ  
Mr. and Mrs. George Kuffel  
JERRY PARKER  
Mr. Charles S. Creel, Jr.  
Ms. Mary Ellen Creel  
Ms. Mary Lou Creel  
Mr. Brad Holmes  
Mr. Rob Lasner  
Mrs. Sarah Levin  
Ms. Judith R. McGauran  
Ms. Shelly L. Rosenstock  
W.O.W. Distributing Co., Inc.  
Aldo, Tom and Gina Madrigano  
PATRICIA M. PAYNE  
Mr. Kenneth Payne  
LORRAINE PEELEN  
Mr. Roger Peelen  
MAUREEN PFEIFER  
Mr. Gene Pfeifer  

STELLA, FRANK AND CELIA PENKALSKI  
Ms. Eleanor Penkalski  
EUGENE PERADOTTO  
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Crotty  
STANLEY M. PERUSHEK  
Estate of Stanley M. Perushk  
Family and Friends  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tiffany  
Mr. and Ms. Donald Valentino  
ROSE M. PETERS  
Mr. Henry P. Peters  
LOYAL PETRAN  
Mrs. Dorothy Petran  
MARK PETTIS  
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Eagon  
GERALD PFANNERSTILL  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gawin  
JANET E. PFLIL  
Ms. Dolores Kluth  
MILDRED PHILLIPS  
Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. Paradies  
CHARLES PIEPER  
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Pieper  
MARK PIETILA  
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hrobsky  
BETTY L. PIETSCHE  
Ms. Patricia A Rankin Koch  
ALFEO PIGO  
Mr. Donal M. Demet  
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Dray  
Mrs. Mary Ellen Heller, Ashleigh and Matthew  
Ms. Judith A. Kropf  
Mr. Robert W. Sarsfield  
STANLEY M. PLUMB  
Mr. Wayne R. Koehler  
JERRY POLACHEK  
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Cook  
IRENE EL. POLZIN  
Mr. Joseph Lembo  
CAROLYN POMASL  
Mr. and Mrs. Steven S. Oelke  
OWEN E. AND ROBERT F. POOL  
Mrs. Ruth Pool  
CHARLES POPELKA  
Ms. Carol Popelka  
ROY A. PORSOW  
Mrs. Jear. B. Porsow  
LOIS A. PRAHST  
Mr. Eugene D. Prahst  
ARMAND PRUDHOMME  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gawin  
Ms. Ann Siefehy  
Team # 7 (AMF Bowl)  
JOHN T. PUERLING  
Mrs. Carol A. Puerling  
EARL QUALMAN  
Mrs. Evelyn E. Qualman  
ROBERT QUESNELL, JR.  
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Dahlmann  
GEORGE QUILL  
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Crotty  
RICHARD AND ROSEMARY QUINLAN  
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Korol  
ROBERT RAILLEY  
Ms. Florence Newman  
DR. EDWARD K. RATH  
Dr. and Mrs. Donald J. Chrzan  
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy C. Foote  
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Mateicka  
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Richter  
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy G. Wells  
HAROLD E. REED  
Ms. Lucille H. Gentil  
Mr. Joseph J. Hosmanek  
JOHN (JACK) REHRAUER  
Mr. Thomas C. Rehrauer  
MATT REICHL  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger D. Voelz  
GERALDINE REICHWALD  
Mr. Harold Reichwald  
DALE H. RENKEN  
Mrs. Susan Renken  
ROLAND R. RENZULLI  
Mrs. Anna Renzulli  
HENRY J. REPA  
Mrs. Lilian J. Repa  
ETTA RHOADE  
Communi Care Express Staff  
LORRAINE RICHARDSON  
Mr. Sabis C. Taplin  
GENEVIEVE A. RIEK  
Mr. Harold Moschetz and Family  
Mr. William Bagguley and Family  
KATHRYN ROBBINS  
Mrs. Sharon A. White  
JEROME RHODY  
Mrs. Doris M. Rhody  
DONALD J. ROSS, Sr.  
Mrs. Laurabelle B. Ross  
MARY KAY ROSSMEIER  
Ms. Shirley Burden  
JENNIE ROSE ROTH-WOLF  
Ms. Helen R. Wolf  
ALICE ROZUMALSKI  
Mr. Mark Ambrosius  
ANNA L. RUEDIN  
Mr. Donald E. Ruedin  
HEDVIG RUFF  
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Barr  
HELEN RUMPEL  
Ms. Hildegard Rober  
FRED J. RUOS  
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schraith  
STEVEN RYBACKI  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lee  
NORMAN RYBKA  
Mrs. Hope E. Barr  
JOSEPH RZEPNY  
Mr. and Mrs. John Reichhart  
SUE SABEL  
Mr. Oscar Sabel  
DAVID SALA  
Ruth Guild, Grace Lutheran Church  
CLARENCE R. SALBERG  
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Chiero  
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Cottrell  
CRL Industries, Inc.  
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gates  
Mr. Warren F. Hall  
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hastings  
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Kempf  
Mr. Mark S. Metzger  
NOSCO Printing Group  
Otto Damgaard Sons, Inc.  
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Poulos  
Ms. Ruth E. Sallberg  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Tompkins
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JOHN A. SALZA
Boston Store friends and co-workers

JULIEANNE SAMETZ
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Wendler

RICHARD SANDERS
Mrs. Gertrude Sanders

FILOMEO C. SAVIOIA
Mrs. Anna Saviola

JAMES W. SCHAFFER
Mr. and Mrs. Norbert F. Laskowski

MARGARET AND HERBERT SCHETTER
Mr. and Mrs. William Saunders

JOSEPH C. SCHICK
Mr. Joseph E. Schick

FRANK SCHIEL
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bina

EGON SCHNOOR
Ms. Jane Bubolz

DORIS SCHONE
Family and Friends

ANN SCHROEDER
Ms. Kathleen A. Schroeder

DOROTHY SCHROEDER
Ms. Jeanette M. Bubolz

MARIAN SCHROEDER
Mr. Leroy M. Schroeder

GERTRUD SCHUBERT-EGLI
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellsworth

LILLIAN SCHULTZ
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Betz

ROGER SCHULZ
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy McCue

GLADYS M. SCHUMACHER
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Blunt

Mr. and Mrs. William Gloeckler
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Lezala
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mueller
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin Pavlik
St. Francis Professional Police Association
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald H. Schmitt
Ms. Marguerite Schumacher
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Schumacher
EMMA SCHUNCK
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Becker
KATHLEEN OELKERS SCOTT
Ms. Barbara A. Sharpe
JUSTINE H. SEE
Mr. John A. See
BARBARA SELENSKY
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Timm
JOANNE SERICATI
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gawin
DON SHAW
Mr. Edwin Shaw
MARK A. SHILEY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shiley
ORLO SHOEAMAKER
Mr. Edwin Shaw

JOSEPH P. SILENO, SR.
Mrs. Karen Wagner Hotz
Mrs. Eugene W. Leicht
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lubacek
BEVERLY SILAS
Mrs. Jan Beckman
Mrs. Nancy Blankenheim
Mrs. Kathryn Buono
Ms. Jeanne Burazin-Tuma
Mr. Dan Conley
Mr. Bruce Davidson
Mrs. Cathy Dehlin
Ms. Phyllis Evans-Carr
Mrs. Mary Finger
Mr. Michael Fischer
Ms. Lorrie Garza
Mrs. Carrie Gilbert
Ms. Nancy Gramprie
Mr. Kenneth Hallett
Mrs. Vicki Hassi
Mrs. Helen Hawke
Ms. Mary Henes
Ms. Patricia Hintz
Mr. J. Paul Jacobson
Mr. Mark Jahn

Mr. and Mrs. Barbara Juran
Mr. Peter Karegeannes
Mr. David Kern
Ms. Carolyn Kinney
Mrs. Rhea Kohlman
Ms. Susan Lechener
Mr. Ely Leichtling
Mrs. Marta Levine
Mr. Michael McCauley
Mr. Jeff Morris
Ms. Patricia Murphy
Mr. Jon Pettibone
Ms. Pamela Ploor
Mrs. Margaret Potrykus
Quarles & Brady
Mr. Phillip Rech
Mrs. Deborah Rehorst
Mrs. Heidi Retzlaff
Mr. Stephen Richman
Mr. Gary Ruesch
Mr. Patrick Ryan
Mrs. Deborah Schmidt
Mr. Donald Schott
Mrs. Linda Sobczak
Mr. Ed Thompson
United Parcel Service Legal Department
Mrs. Sonja Vujatovic
Mr. George Whyte, Jr.
Mrs. Nancy Zaydell
Mrs. Vicki Zephirin

DONALD SKARIE
Mr. Ronald A. Skarie
RUDOLPH J. SLIFKA
Mrs. Eunice Slifka
BRIAN A. SMITH
Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Stollenwerk
JOSEPH SNARTEMO
Mr. Robert J. Lang
FLORENCE SOCZKA
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Fountaine
WILLIAM L. SOMMER
Ms. Patricia M. Amborn
Johnson & Johnson South Team
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Klockow
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Komkven
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan J. Luebke
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Mineau
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Niemi
Mr. Pat J. Sommer
Mr. and Mrs. Russell C. Sommer
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon C. Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E. Webster, Jr.

CLARENCE AND HELEN SONTAG
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Herte

ANN SPUDICH
Mr. Frederick Voechting

DAVID SQUIRE
Ms. Sandra Marini

FRANK STAMPFER
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard LaCoursiere
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Spitzer

SHIRLEY S. STAVISH
Mr. Anthony Stavish

BETTY A. STEINFORTH
Mr. Alex W. Steinforth

NORMA STEINHART
Mr. and Mrs. William Prohl

GEORGE STEPHENSON
Mr. and Mrs. William Bagguley

JAMES C. STEPHENSON
Mr. R. H. Short, Jr.

WEDA J. STEWART
Mr. Kent Stewart

DAVENIE STIMAC
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Leutenegger

CHRIS STOEKER
W.O.W. Distributing
Aldo, Tom, Gina Madrigano

LUDWIG STRAUSS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Meldman

HELEN M. STUBBE
Mr. Willis Stabbe

GREGORY A. STUMPF
Mr. William G. Stumpf

JEANNIE STYS
Ms. Mary L. Burac

ANTOINETTE E. SUSALLA
Mr. Leonard J. Susalla

EDMUND J. SWEET
JANICE SWEET
Mrs. Regina R. Sweet

JANICE SWEET
Ms. Diana C. Alonge

Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas H. Bandow
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Bartels
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bobrowitz, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory R. Brauch
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Buran
Bev and Kirsten Callow
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Ms. Luann J. Durand
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dziedzic
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel K. Evans
Family and Friends
Friedlander & Co., Inc.
Friends at Florence’s Salon
Mr. Brad Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Jacobs
Mr. Jerome J. Kriva
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Meka
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Norris
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Pipia
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Prey
Ms. Barbara J. Rietzke
Schuchard Cardiology Group, S.C.
Ms. Nancy Steiner
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon J. Sweet
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Thomas
MARY SZANDEREK
Mr. and Mrs. Russ Barthowski
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Franceschetti
Ms. Harriet Leuthe
JOSEPH L. TEREK
Family and Friends
GLORIA TERSEN
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tersen and Family
MARY THOME
Rich Fronberry
FREDERICK THOMPSON
Mr. and Mrs. Keith W. Thompson
PHYLLIS TIMM
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Timm
RICHARD TISDALE
Mrs. Pearl Hermanson
BERNEICE TOKARCZYK
Ms. Nancy M. Bowman
Ms. Shirley Burden
Family and Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Ingebrightson
Mr. and Mrs. Chester J. Kurutz
FRANCIS M. TORKELSON
Ms. Theresa Torkelson
TONY AND CHRISTOPHER TREPCZYK
Mrs. Nancy Eastbert
HAROLD TROUDT
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Troudts
KENNETH TSOHL
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Terrenora
HARRY L. TUSZYNSKI
Mrs. Jeanette Tuszynski
MILDRED TUTTLE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klinger
WARREN TYRRELL
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Arcara
JOHN VALENT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Schick
EUGENE VEIT III
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Veit
MILDRED VIERCK
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Crotty
HERB VIKSTROM
Mr. Randy Steiner
RICHARD W. VOELTNER
Mrs. Merike H. Voeltner
ALOIS VOGT
Mr. Daniel A. Nelson
Mrs. Irene T. Paeschke
MARIE VOSS
Ms. Eéna E. Pritzlaff
WALTER L. WADE
Mrs. Sally Wade
FRITZ WAGNER
Mrs. Gladys E. Wagner
JAMES C. WAGNER
ACL-US Employees
Ms. Carolyn A. Wagner
WILLIAM WAGNER
Mrs. Gladys E. Wagner
STANLEY A. WALDERA
Mrs. Evelyn Waldera
KAREN M. WALESA
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Gass
MARILYN WARNKE
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck O’Brien
Ms. Kristyn Vandervelden
MARY WAWRZYNIAK
Mr. Anthony Wawrzyniak
EDITH WEBER
Mrs. Moneen McKenna
GERALD H. WEBER
Ms. Elsa L. Weber
WAYNE L. WELLS
Mrs. Wayne L. Wells
RICHARD WELTON
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cvikota
CEIL WENGELEWSKI
Suburban 8’s Square Dance Club
RAYMOND WERNNSMAN
Mrs. Alvena E. Wernsman
PATTI WESLEY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Houck
JOSEPH L. WESSOLOWSKI
Mrs. Mary A. Wessolowski
DONALD E. WESTERDAHL
Mrs. Judith Westerdaahl
DORIS WESTERGAARD
Ms. Patricia A. Rankin Koch
DOROTHY AND JERRY WHITE
Mr. Hiram White
GLORIA WHITE
Mr. Edward Heffner
MARIAN WHITE
Mr. William Bagguley
WENDY SPARGIA WIEGAR
Ms. Barbora Spragia
HAROLD WETHOLTER
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Timm
ILENE WILLIAMS
Mr. and Mrs. O. Kenneth Wentworth
GARY WINTER
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Ross
IDA WISNIEWSKI
Mr. and Mrs. B. Scott Wisniewski
JOANNE WISNIEWSKI
Mr. Robert J. Makowski
Mrs. Jennie Wisniewski
DOROTHY WOLFSBERGER
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Barrett
EUGENE J. WOLFF
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Deniger
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred J. Gaszak
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Kamrnski
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Koszyczarek, Sr.
Ms. Dorothy J. La Russa
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Doc Pawiowski
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Polki
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Rominsky
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wencka
DR. WILLIAM H. WONG, SR.
Dr. and Mrs. William E. Mateicka
SHIRLEY A. WOZNIAK
Mr. Eugene J. Roethle
ELIZABETH P. WRASS
Mr. Brad Holmes
KAREN YONTZ
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Bowen
ART ZAYDEK
Mrs. Gertrude Sanders
NANCY ZEINERT
Mr. Thomas J. Arcuri and Family
Mrs. Louis Gray
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Zellmer
GEORGE J. ZIEGELBAUER
W.O.W. Distributing Company, Inc.
ALDO, Tom, Gina Madigrano
ANNA ZIEGLER
Mr. Delbert E. Ziegler
DIANE ZIMMERMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Ringenoldus
THEODORE M. ZINGALE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rahn
DONNA M. ZIRZOW
Ms. Molly A. Casey
Ms. Lois A. Fuller
Ms. Carol A. Koepe
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lovinus
Ms. Gloria M. Morgenroth
Ms. Dorothy O. Sharp
Mr. Ronald Zirzow

Gifts received from January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002
Lifetime Philanthropists

St. Luke’s Medical Center Lifetime Philanthropists is an organization of benefactors and friends of St. Luke’s who have made provision to support the hospital in their estate plans or through life income gifts.

Because of their generous commitment, the excellence of health care available at St. Luke’s Medical Center will be continued and enhanced for present and future generations.

If you have provided for St. Luke’s Medical Center in your estate plans, but are not among those listed, please let us know. We would be pleased to welcome you as a member of the Lifetime Philanthropists.

For more information on becoming a member of the Lifetime Philanthropists, call or write St. Luke’s Medical Center/Office of Philanthropy, P.O. Box 2901, Milwaukee, WI 53201-2901.

Phone: 414-649-7008.

Charter Members
Anonymous (1)
Mr. and Mrs. Ladislav Albert
Mrs. Erwin H. Albrecht
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ball
Mr. Richard N. Bartels
Mrs. Betty Bates
Mrs. Ruth Bendahn
Mrs. Loretta Brown
Mr. Melvin Datka
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred U. Elser, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Fleckenstein
Mrs. Alfred A. Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Grede
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond D. Heitkemper
Mr. Harry G. Henke
Mrs. Carole F. Houston
Mrs. Lucille Kosharek
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Lang
Mr. Willard Lange
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Langer
Mrs. Virginia Levenhagen
Mr. James A. Lochschmidt
Mr. Albert Long
Mr. Dominic Lychwick
Mrs. Frank McNicol

Mrs. Mary Nault
Mr. Karl G. Roeming
Mr. Edward H. Saemann
Mr. Waldemar P. Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. Derrill W. Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. A. Jerome Stoebel
Dr. Elaine Thomas
Dr. Henry Veit
Mr. Harold C. Vestreem
Mr. Franc Vitale
Charles+ and Ann Wallen

Members
Anonymous (6)
Mrs. Joyce J. Achtenhagen
Ms. Bernice C. Acom
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ambrosius
Mrs. Doris Arnold
Mrs. Merilee E. Bailie, in memory of Eda Anderson
Mrs. Hope E. Barr
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Barton
Chaplain and Mrs. Harvey Berg
Mrs. Katherine Berggren
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Betz
Ms. Audrey F. Blumenfeld

Mr. Jonathan S. Braddock
Jerry and Carol Brown
Mr. and Mrs. William I. Buckeridge
Ms. Mary Frances Bullamore
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Byers
Ms. Colleen Cauley
Mr. and Mrs. Fredric L. Chase
Ms. Lori A. Craig
Mr. Mark T. Davies
Mrs. Johanna Dobner
Mrs. Joy Dory
Mr. William Duffy
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Eggen
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy C. Ellis-Stigler
Mrs. Joyce Fischer
Mr. George L. French
Mr. Louis M. Galaska
Mrs. Anna Gerschwiler
Mr. W. Gary Gitchel
Mrs. Edna Good
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Graef
Mr. Fred A. Grube
Mrs. Morland Hamilton
Miss Deanna Hartl
Mr. Brad Holmes
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Huck
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. James
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jerele

Mrs. Dorothy Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton P. Kirst
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krows
Mrs. Sally Kuhlman
Mr. Joseph A. Lauber
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Leutner
Mrs. Ruth M. Lewis
Mrs. Aleta Lone
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Luebke
Mr. Aldo Madrigano
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Maillard
Mrs. Dorothy F. McMicken
Mrs. Ingrid Miller
Randy and Cheryl Moss
Mr. William K. Murphy
Mr. Harry G. Newman
Mr. Joseph Norton
Mr. Walter A. Oestreich
Mrs. Judy Pankow
Mrs. Margaret Peet
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Pruim
Mrs. Jean Radosta
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky B. Ross
Mrs. Kelly W. Sachse
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Schick
Mrs. Laverne A. Schmidt
Mr. Ray E. Sherman

Mr. Theodore Siegmann
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Skowronsni
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas V. Slattery
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Staven
Mr. Edward H. Stech
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stoll
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Sullivan
Mr. Sabin C. Taplin
Mr. William H. Tarrollly
Mrs. Rosemary Tendick
Mrs. Beverlee Tomazin
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Walker
Dr. James R. Warsh
Dr. John E. and Rev. Holly W. Whitcomb
Mrs. Kathleen Wickert
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Zellmar

Italic print indicates St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club members.
+ Deceased
**In Memory**

In memory of St. Luke’s Lifetime Philanthropists and benefactors whose bequests are living on to advance the quality of health care at St. Luke’s Medical Center

Anonymous (3)
Cassie M. Bach
Erika H. Baderman
John H. Barr
Leonard L. Bartell
Manfred P. Benduhn
Richard B. Benesch
Aleksy and Sophia J. Biskupski
R. Fred Brenner
Alicia Buchholz
Ruth F. Buchholz
Margaret F. Butler
John C. Cleaver
Viola M. Clow
June B. Davis
Joan M. Dlugopolksi
Alex V. Dumas
Anna Patia Evanich
Valentine Fina
Helen G. Fons
Herman Friedrich
Florence Furman
Fred Gerschwiler
Sam B. Ginsburg
Fred C. Goad
Frederic T. Goes
Louise D. Goes
Edward J. Gostomski
Arthur L. Grede
Elizabeth Grede
Anna A. Grunke
Dr. J. Edwin Habbe
Loraine C. Heinen
Dr. Byron A. Helfert
Walter and Adela Helwig
Elizabeth Henke
Harry Hershoff
Freda Hoermann
Raleigh Hubbard
Edward C. Huth
Mae E. Inholte
Rod Imholte
Esther E. Ingraham
Marguerite Jahr
Lucille K. Johnson
Ruth E. Johnson
Russell K. Kline
Klara and Ralph Kluge
Herbert W. E. Kneisler
Herman Korsitzke
Gerald E. Kosharek
Erwin R. Lamp
Charles Levenhagen
Winetta Long
Stanley and Rose Luba
Georgianna McFetridge
Katherine R. McGill
Carolyn S. McGregor
James F. McMicken
Frank McNicol
Esther Mielke
Helen L. Mikol
Ronald J. Miller
James B. Moore
Ernest H. Morgenroth
August G. Mueller
Rudolph Mueller
Ann Murphy
John R. Nault
Alexander F. North
Helen F. Ockerlander
Charles D. Ortgiesen
Josephine Panich
John and Violet Pazucha
Richard S. Piatecki
Margaret Kain Pochert
John L. Racanello
Michael A. Radosta
Adolph J. Ricker
Dr. Albray M. and Jennie Riedel
Edward Ropiak
Mary E. Rose
Pierce Rosenberg
Cava Wilson Ross
Charles Louis Rothweiler
Ella Sadowski
Louis R. Schmaus
Charles Schroeder
Elise M. Seitz
Milton R. Sheffield
John W. Siebert
Reginald L. Siebert
Sidney B. Slocum
Clara A. Speeter
Eleanor Spence
Edna A. Stallman
Minnie Stein
Henry O. Stenzel
Opa! A. Stiehm
Olive Stiemke
Walter H. Stiemke
Carl T. Swenson
Ruth Taplin
Donald W. Tendick, Sr.
Ray G. Tiegs
Charles Trinthammer
William W. Verhulst
George K. Viall
Bertha H. Waetjen
George L. Waetjen
Edward R. Wehr
Sophia P. Weisfeldt
Arline White
Eleanor A. Wilinski
Stanley T. and Irene Wos
Theresa Yacavone

(From left to right) Dominic Lychwick, Larry Newman, Mark Ambrosius
(From left to right) Judy Lackner, Erwin Lackner, Mary Frances Bullamore

Gifts received from January 1, 2002 through September 30, 2002
Charitable Gift Ideas to Help You Chart Your Course in the Choppy Waters of Uncertain Financial Markets

A few years ago, a funny radio ad aired where someone had to “break the news” to a fellow employee that their “hot stock” had just turned a profit. His friends console him as if “profits” were the kiss of death to his skyrocketing stock pick. What a difference a few years makes. Now many of us are faced with the arduous task of trying to steer our investments through this difficult market, searching through the fog for a safe harbor to ride out the storm. We have learned some valuable lessons, though. Diversification, moderation and income are important components to financial planning, especially when keeping sight of college savings and retirement goals.

One way to navigate this storm may be the St. Luke’s Medical Center Charitable Gift Annuity program. This simple method supports the life-saving mission of St. Luke’s, while offering helpful “financial anchors” like generous fixed payments for life, partial tax-free income, an income tax deduction, and capital gains relief when funded with appreciated property.

Grandparents, or parents, searching for a safe harbor for college savings, might consider a deferred college gift annuity. This variation of gift annuity provides deferred income to a child or grandchild, then “compresses” lifetime income into a brief term of years, while they attend school. The resulting income for the student is quite significant, especially when combined with a tax deduction for the parents or grandparents.

This deferred college annuity may assist parents, or grandparents, in passing on important charitable values to younger generations. Because St. Luke’s can expend the charitable remainder sooner, this will enable the student, parent and even grandparents to experience the joy of giving together. You might even make a family project out of choosing how you want to benefit St. Luke’s, involving all generations in the process. And that may be the best gift of all.

If you would like information about charitable gift annuities or other ways to make a significant difference in the lives of many through a charitable gift to St. Luke’s Medical Center, please stop by the Office of Philanthropy, call or write our Director of Planned Giving, Stuart Merritt, at 414-649-7008 or stuart.merritt@aurora.org.

All the best, and “smooth sailing to you!”
Thank You
for your generosity throughout the year.

St. Luke’s Office of Philanthropy

A gift to Aurora Health Care is an investment in the future of innovative, compassionate health care. For your convenience, you can use the pledge form below, or log on to www.AuroraHealthCare.org and make a donation online.

Please use my gift as an investment in medical progress. I want to help others live a better life.

☐ $500* ☐ $250* ☐ $100* ☐ $50 ☐ $25 ☐ Other $ ______

Gift in memory of ____________________________________________________________

Gift in honor of ______________________________________________________________

Occasion _________________________________________________________________

Please notify the following of my gift:

Name ________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip _____________________________________________________________

Please make your gift payable to St. Luke’s Medical Center and return this form with your gift.

* With your gift of $100 or more, you are invited to become a member of St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club. You will receive an invitation to the Annual Dessert Gala and your name will be recognized on a unique display in St. Luke’s distinguished recognition area. Additional benefits are provided with increased levels of giving.

St. Luke’s Philanthropists Club – Suggested Gift Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giving Level</th>
<th>Annual Contribution</th>
<th>Quarterly Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanover Society</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$1,250.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are You a Volunteer?

Volunteering at St. Luke’s Medical Center is something you can do for others. By sharing time, talent and skills, volunteers create a bridge between patients and medical staff that is vital to high quality patient care.

To find out more about volunteering, call Volunteer Services at 414-649-7022.

St. Luke’s Medical Center®
Aurora Health Care

Office of Philanthropy
P.O. Box 2901
Milwaukee, WI 53201-2901

Address Service Requested

Are you a snowbird? Please help us save mailing costs by forwarding your winter address to us.
Thank you!